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Candidates spar in radio debate
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and Democratic challenger Steve
Beshear sparred over casino gambling, health care and pardoning
powers in a lively radio debate
Monday..
In the hourlong debate on
WKYX in Paducah, each candidate claimed he would bring a
bipartisan tone to the state Capitol
even while they lit into each other
on a range of issues.
The sharpest attacks came
when Fletcher slammed Beshear
on casino gambling and the challenger brought up an investigation
into whether Fletcher's administration rewarded political supporters with protected state jobs.

Both candidates spoke by
phone, and their
C omments
reflected themes
leading up to the
Nov. 6 election.
Beshear, a former lieutenant
governor
and
attorney general,
Fletcher
accused Fletcher
of showing a lack of leadership to
advance Kentucky and said the
hiring investigation resulted in a
series of indictments followed by
pardons — -things that have been
an embarrassment to our people
and to our state."
Fletcher was indicted on three
misdemeanors that eventually
were dropped as part of a deal
with prosecutors in which he

Highland
Festival
returns to
Murray
Special to the Ledger
The Western Kentucky Highland Festival is returning to Murray
to celebrate the Scottish heritage on Sept. 14-16.
The festivities begin with a Scottish party, called a ceilidh (pronounced kay-lee), held at the Murray County Club on Thursday.
Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. Party-goers can enjoy live Celtic music entertainment, heavy finger foods and hors d'oeuvres. Admission is $15.
On Saturday. Sept. 15. Central Park visitors can witness Highland
dancers, clan tents, sheep herding. storytelling. Scottish food and
merchandising vendors from 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Traditional Scottish
athletic games will begin at noon and include the caber and hammer
toss. Live Celtic music will also fill the air from Men of Thunda.
Exoma and Grandpa's Legacy.
Concluding the weekend events will be a Kirkin"O' the Tartans
ceremony held at the First Presbyterian Church on Sunday, Sept. 16
at 10:45 a.m. The spiritual service is a Scottish ceremony held in
honor of an era of Scottish history when many of the Highlanders'
traditions were forbidden, including the wearing of their tartans.
For more information on the Highland Festival events, sponsored
by Campbell Auction and Real Estate, contact the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199 or visit the Web site at
w ww.tounnurray.COM.

acknowledged
evidence "strongly
indicates
wrongdoing by
his administration." Fletcher
granted a blanket
pardon to others
who had been
indicted and to
anyone else who
Beshear
could have been
charged in the probe.
The governor called the probe
a political witchhunt.
Fletcher also said that Beshear.
as attorney general, had signaled
that such hiring probes should be
handled by the state Personnel
Board. "So there's a lot of
hypocrisy there." the governor
said.
Fletcher said he would not

favor a constitutional amendment
to limit a governor's pardoning
powers, and defended his pardons
as a means to curb what he said
was prosecutorial abuses aimed at
political gain.
"What I did ... it was part of the
rule of law," he said.
Beshear said he would favor
changing the constitution to limit
a governor's power of pardon. He
said the probe resulted in indictments of 29 people on nearly two
dozen felony counts and dozens of
misdemeanor counts. He said the
governor
cited
his
Fifth
Amendment right when asked to
testify before the grand jury.
"He said that he refused to
answer questions on the grounds

750

Attorney general at
odds with Fletcher
over appointments
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Five Republican
appointees to the state's two largest universities should
be removed, Attorney General Greg
Stumbo said Monday in a letter to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Stumbo, a Democrat, contends in
the letter that the appointments at the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville violate a state
law requiring "proportional representation of the two leading political parties" based on voter registration.
Fletcher
spokeswoman
Jodi
Stumbo
Whitaker said the governor has done
nothing wrong.
"Governor Fletcher is committed to appointing the

•See Page 2A
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MOONS OVER MURRAY

Photos by TERRENCE J. LITTLE

Pictured are two phases during the total lunar eclipse that occurred early this morning from a view in Murray The eclipse was
the second one this year.

Kentucky rates 7th in U.S. obesity
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)— Loosen the belt
buckle another notch: Obesity rates continued their climb in 31 states last year. No
state showed a decline.
Mississippi became the first state to crack
the 30 percent barrier for adult residents
considered to be obese. West Virginia and
Alabama are just slightly behind, according
to the Trust for America's Health, a research
group that focuses on disease prevention.
Kentucky ranked seventh. with 27.5 percent of the population considered to be

obese.
Colorado continued its reign as the leanest state in the nation with an obesity rate
projected at 17.6 percent.
This year's report, for the first time,
looked at rates of overweight children ages
10 to 17. The District of Columbia had the
highest percentage — 22.8 percent. Utah
had the lowest percentage of overweight
youth — 8.5 percent.
Health officials say the latest state rankings provide evidence that the nation has a
public health crisis on its hands.

Unfortunately, we're treating it like a
mere inconvenience instead of the emergency that it is," said Dr. James Marks, senior vice president at the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation.a philanthropy devoted
to improving health care.
Officials at the Trust for America's
Health advocate for the government to play
a larger role in preventing obesity. People
who are overweight are at an increased risk
for diabetes, heart problems and other

INSee Page 2A

More burn
FIRST DAY BACK AT ECA
ban violations,
fires reported
Staff Report
Another property owner was
cited for violating the countywide burn ban Monday evening.
Calloway County FireRescue Chief Greg Cherry said
firefighters extinguished the fire
in a trash barrel at a residence on
Tobacco Road off old Murray
Paris Road at 7:50 p.m. Monday.
Then a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department deputy
cited the property owner for violating the ban, which is in effect
until the county gets at least an
inch of rain o‘er a 24-hour pen -

Ledge( Ne photo

Sam Myers of Bardstown. Ky., competes in the weight throw
dunng last year's Western Kentucky Highland Festival Games
at Murray-Calloway County Central Par*
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Eastwood Chnstian Academy students returned to school today at their campus east of
Murray. According to school officials, students had a full day of studies ahead of them Picture(;
above, kindergarten teacher Kimberly Waggoner, right, starts off the day by working with sti.
dents John David Brown and Rachel Beane
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Meanwhile. firefighters with
Murray Fire Department were
dispatched to a grass tire at
12,08 p in Monday at 1107 S
16th St They were on the scene
five minutes. They then
responded to another grass fire
at 709 Elm St. at 7:07"p.m. and
were on the scene about 20 minutes.
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For Your
Calloway County
Favorites By Sept. 14th
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Sheriff()kelp's

Ky. repair company trades for iPhone

Calloway County Sharitt's Department
• A burglary was in progress at 1 33 a m Monday at a Fleetwood
Drive residence The complaint was referred to the Murray Police
Department
• A theft was reported on Maple Street at 8 48 a m Monday
• A deputy gave a caller from Dunbar Road advice about a possebki mail and phone scam after a report was made at 6 24 p m
Monday
SAN FRANCISCO I AP) -Marshall County Stwritts Department
• Darla Davidson. 44 of Hardin reported on Friday several unauMe teenage hacker who mantrenzed uses of her debut card The case was turned over to the aged to unlock the !Phone so
detective division for an investigation including a followup with that it can he used with cellular
the credit card company
networks other than AT&T will
• Teresa J Stratton, 46. of Hardin, was arrested for fourth-degree he trading his reworked gadget
officer
police
a
of
assault
third-degree
arrest,
resisting
assault.
for a new cal
and third-degree terroristic threatening after deputies Mark
George Hot/. of Glen Rock,
to
dispatched
Salentine Jason Lane and Steven Oakley were
had reached the
landing Strip Lane near Hardin at 245 pm Saturday in refer- NI, said he
ence to a disturbance Upon arrival, deputies learned information deal with CereC'ell, a Louisville.
that led to them looking for a woman involved in an assault at the Ky -based mobile phone repair
residence Stratton was located on another nearby road and company.
Hou posted on his Hog that
while deputies attempted to arrest her, she resisted and assaulted one of the officers She was lodged in Marshall County he traded his modified 'Phone
Detention Center
tor "a sweet Nissan 350Z and 3
Murray State University Pollee Department
8GB iPhones."
• Mulch between the Applied Science and Fine Arts buildings was
-This has been a great end to
smoking at 12 11 am Friday A MSU employee put water on it. a great summer," Hou wrote.
Department
Fire
There was no smoke or fire when Murray
liotz said hc
- -- arnved-The slate fire-MarShaT alSo was notified
will he sending the three new
• A MSU officer was with a Murray Police Department officers at
to the three online coi12 05 p m Sunday at Hart College taking a theft report for an !Phones
who helped him
laborators
s
Wendy
at
occurred
ncident that
Information is obtained from reports logs divorce Apple Inc•s popular
and citations from various agencies

Teen who hacked
iPhone trades
gadget for a
'sweet' new car

II Radio debate ...
In touting his record as gos •
emir. Fletcher said he was able
to increase spending for educathat it might ink rinunate
Ifeshear said "Now does that turn and roads without espanded
gambling and while Lulling
sound like a wit‘hhunt
Beshear said that Fletcher's taxes for most Kentiakians
&sheer insisted he could
acrioae. did
t..111% out his agenda without
%allies Mid 1. bided I lets bet ler
not making public the names of casino mom-) s.1:.ing his efforts
contributors ii his legal defense to make stele government more
efficient and to create economic
fund
Fletcher fired back that growth would raise additional
Brshe.0 doesn't represent con- tax money But he said expandservative salues on a range of ed gambling would supply more
social issues Fletcher noted febet1L1C to filo% e taster on his
lieshrer•s role years ago as pripeals
Beshear says that changing
attorney general in enforcing a
U S Supreme Court ruling the state cimstaution to allow
ordering the removal of the len casino gambling at some raceCommandments trim: Kentucky tracks and a handful oh freestanding facilities would false
public classrooms
aje,ei %coo Million .1 year in
Ille FOS(*Mot also said it
3111)Milir
additional tax resenue He
liesbear•s suprent
limited ,A.int) gambling that would use the money tor educadoes not reflect Kentucky salues tien, health care, economic
development and other mew
arid would hurt fattulies h dris
uses Ile said Kentuckians
mg up bankruptsies and seine
Fletcher said that Kentuckians already arc spending huge
would have to lose nearly SI.5 amounts at casinos along the
to inert suite s border in ,Indiana atid
tuition at
Illinois
Res/sear'. revenue estimates
'My position is. let's just
"Fle's putting all it his prom
bring it twilit' and use it tot out
154's tO Krntutky telc aerie gain
hi lkc ticshcar said
tiling,- I lett her said

From Front

On health care. Fletcher said
that Kentucky has made
revamping
by
progress
Medicare and assisting small
businesses in obtaining health
insurance
Beshear said that health care
premiums have skyrocketed
tenure
Fletcher's
during
Beshear said he would expand a
children's health insurance pmgram and Medicaid to cover
uninsured children and promised State aSSIStafiLe to help plug
the coverage gap in the
Medicare prescnption drug program
Both candidates said they
would foster bipartisanship in
Frankton
Fletcher claimed that 61 percent of his political appointee
are Democrats.
"We've got more bipartisan
effort here than the commonwealth has seen in years. if not
ever." he said
Beshear said Fletcher has
been part of an envirotunent of
'extreme partisanship •• Beshear
promised that if elected, he
would appoint the best people.
regardless of political persua•ien

WIN A HOUSE!

AP
George Hotz. 17, holds
an 'Phone that he has
unlocked arid is using
on T-Mobile s network

hiVe any plans on
product from AT&T's networiET fiotz made the. deal with — "We do not
right now to commerThe job took 500 hours, or about Terry Daidone, co-founder of the table
Hotz' discovery,"
8 hours a day since the !Phone's CcniCell, who also promised cialize Mr.
Daidone said in a statement.
the teen a paid consulting job.
June 29 launch

Fletcher to begin airing
second gambling ad today
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
Gus. Ernie Fletcher is about to
begin ainng the second in a
Series of political ads aimed at
what he contends are the evils of
casino gambling.
The latest ad, to air across the
state beginning on Tuesday, features a woman who was sentenced to two years in prison in
2003 after pleading guilty to
embezzling S241.300 from the
Commercial State Bank of
Waterloo. III.. to feed a gambling addiction.
Fletcher, who opposes a
move to legalize casino gambling in Kentucky. gave a preview of the ad on Monday aftervisit to
noon during a
Owensboro where he was campaigning for re-election. His
Democratic opponent in the race
for governor. Steve Beshear.
supports a constitutional amendment that would put a referendum on the ballot so that voters
could decide whether to allow
casinos in the state

Gov. Ernie Fletcher
The woman in the ad. Norma
F. Brandt of Waterloo, was fired
alter working for the Illinois
hank for 30 years. She said in
the ad that if she hadn't been
caught,"I know I'd be dead."
Along with the prison term,
Brandt was ordered to undergo

mental health counseling and to
attend Gamblers Anonymous
meetings.
"Steve Beshear promises
casino gambling." Fletcher said
in the ad. "Not in my Kentucky
. home."
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki
.Glass said the ad was a diversionary tactic.
"What happened to Norma
Brandt is tragic but Ernie
Fletcher has chosen to exploit
her tragedy because he needs to
keep the spotlight on other people's illegal activities to keep it
off his own." Glass said Monday
night. "That's not what this election is about, however. It's about
improving health care, jobs,
economic development And education in Kentucky. It's also
about leadership. That's what
Steve Beshear is talking about.
"After four years, it's becoming increasingly clear that Ernie
Fletcher has nothing to say on
any of these issues," Glass said.

•At odds ...
From Front
and brightest indis'duals to serve in these
positions," V. hitaker said in a written seitement.
-The governor has followed the law."
Stumtio threatened court action to remove
trustees if they don't resign.
Since 2(119. Fletcher has appointed seven
Republicans and two Democrats as trustees at UK
and eight Republicans and- two-Democrats at
"By creating a Republican majority Among the
guhernatonal appointees to those hoards, you have
..lemed the people their gueranteed voice." Stumbe

wrote in the letter.
Records from the State Board of Elections
show Kentucky's political makeup as 56.9 percent
Democrat, 36.6 percent Republican, and 6.5 percent other.
Stumbo, a Democrat, has been at odds with
Fletcher in the past. Stumbo helped lead an investigation into the Fletcher administration's hiring
practices. That investigation led to an indictment
against the first-term governor on charges of political patronage.
['he indictment was dismissed in a negotiated
agreement with prosecutors.

•Kentucky rates ...
want people to he niore physically active, then there have to
shronic diseases that contntsute he safe places to be active.
to greater health care Costs
That's not just a class issues
"It's one of those issues We've designed suburban comwhere eseryone believes this is munities where there are no
an epidemic. hut it's not getting sidewalks for anybody to go out
the testi of political and policy' and take a walk."
maker attention that it ought toTo measure obesity rates.
wed Jeffrey Les'. the organiza- Trust for Amenca's Health comtion's executise director. "As pares data from 2003-2005 with
every candidate for president 2004-2006. It combines data
uilks about health care reform from three years to improve the
and contrelling health care cost accuracy of projections. The
costs, if we don't hone in on this data come from a Stir‘C!. Of
issue, t1011C of their proposals are height and weight taken over the
going to he affordable "
telephone Because the informaAt the same time. many tion comes from a personal estibehesc weight is a personal mate. some believe it is conserchoice and responsibility Lest vative
doesn't dispute that notion, but
Indeed. the ('enters for
he said society Lan help people Disease Control and Pres entiori
make good choices
released a study last year noting
-It we want kids to eat a national obesity rate of about
healthier food, we have to ins est 32 percent - a higher rate than
the money for school nutrition was cited for any of the states in
programs so that school lunches the Trust for America's Health
Art' healthier.- be said it we
report The crx-, estimate
from weighing people
rather than rely ing on telephone
inters mews, officials explained
Generally, anyone with a
hods mass index greater than le
I', considered obese The index
is a ratio that takes into acceunt
height and weight. The overweight range is 25 to 29.9.
Normal is le 5 to 249 People
with a large amount of lean mus
de mass, such as athletes, can
show a large body mass index
without having an unhealthy
les el of fat.

From Front

Built by Trent Garland Construction
Located in Briarcrest Subdivision, Murray Kentucky
Valued at more than $200,000

Grand Prize Drawing Held on Fri., Feb. 29, 2008

Tickets are $100 each and
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!
Purchase tickets for your chance to win this beautiful new
home in the Briarcrest Subdivision in Murray, Kentucky.
Tickets are available at: BB& r Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and LS Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Was' of Murray/Calloway County
by calling 12701 751-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org

The Grand Home Give-A-Way is sponsored by the United Way of
Murray/Calloway County in conjunction with Trent Garland
Construction, subcontractors, and local businesses.
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A lack of exercise is a huge
factor in obesity rates. The
Centers for Disea.se Control and
Prevention found last year that
more than 22 percent of
Amencans did not engage in any
physical activity in the past
month. The percentage is greater
than 30 percent in four states:
Louisiana.
Mississippi.
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Meanwhile. Minnesotans led
the way when it came to exercise. An estimated 15.4 percent
of the state's residents did not
engage an any physical exercise
- the hest rate in the nation.
Still, the state ranked 28th overall when it came to the percentage ot obese adults.
Another factor in obesity
rates is poverty The five poorest
states were all in the top le
when it came to obesity rates
An exception to that rule was the
Distnct of Columbia and New
Mexico Both had high poverty
rates, hut also one of the better
obesity rates among adults
Officials said the report is not
designed to stigmatize states
with high obesity rates but to stir
them into action
-These are the states where
the urgency is the greatest. 'They
need not to Walt for others to
lead 'They need to become the
leaders." Marks said "It's the
only was that they can restore
the health of their children and
their families Its the only way
that they can improve their economic Competitiveness"
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Obituaries
C.W. Jones

Mrs. Neutress Smith

The funeral for C.W. Jones will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation
s
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made
to the C.W. and Dortha Broach Jones Educational
Scholarship Fund, c/o Murray State University
Office of Development, 106 Development Center,
Murray, Ky., 42071-3313.
Mr. Jones, 86, South 16th Street, Murray, died Sunday. Aug. 26.
2007, at 1:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A World War 11 veteran of the Army Air Corps, he received his
bachelor and master degrees from Murray State University. He
taught vocational agriculture at Lynn Grove and Farmington high
schools and was also pnncipal for grades 1-12 at Farmington and
Wingo schools. He was a member of Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association and Kentucky Retired Teachers Association; a
former member of the Kentucky High School Athletics Association
on the Board of Control; and a former adviser and active supporter
of the Future Farmers of America.
A Kentucky Colonel, he was a former member of the Murray
City Council and the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board. He
was a member of First United Methodist Church, where he also
served on the Board of Trustees. His hobbies were camping, fishing
and woodworking. Born Jan. 22, 1921, in Calloway County. he was
the son of the late Charles G. Jones and Lottie Ann Sanders Jones.
Also preceding him in death were one great-grandchild, Fate Jones;
one son-in-law, Houston Harmed; three brothers, Elmus, Carlos and
Henry Jones; four sisters, Ruby Jones Peterson, Ethel Jones Cain,
Modeline Jones Henderson and Desiree Jones Norton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dortha Broach Jones, to whom
he had been married for 66 years; two daughters. Mrs. Glenda Jones
Harned, Frankfort. and Mrs. Yvonne Jones Vogt and husband, Ricl
Benton; two sons, Ed P. Jones and wife, Lynn, Drummonds, Teff,
and Rick Jones and husband, Pam, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Estilee
Beaman, Apopka, Fla.; 14 grandchildren, Jessica Jones Paine and
husband. Tim, Leslie Lynn and Benson Jones, all of Murray, Richie
Jones and wife. Jamie, and Sidney and Bethany Vogt, all of Benton.
Andrew and Matthew Harned, Frankfort, Ed W. Jones, Oxnard,
Calif., Rick P. Jones and wife, Melissa, Ardmore, Okla., Donald C.
Jones, Oceanside, Calif., Haley Vincent and husband, Andrew, and
Candice Lachovsky, all of Memphis, Tenn., and Wade Skinner.
Paducah; eight great-grandchildren, Ru Jones, Benton, Cheyenne
and Sequoyah Jones, Woodlihill, Calif., Kaitlyn and Jesseca Jones.
Ardmore. Nadia Paine, New Zealand, and Kristen and Shayne
Bailey, Memphis; one great-great-grandchild, Chloe Donaldson,
Memphis.

The funeral for Mrs. Neutress Smith will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Smith, 89, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 26,
2007. at 3:06 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Her husband, Jay E. Smith; two sisters. Estelle Grogan and Euda
Bowlan: and two brothers, C.R. Outland and Noble Outland, all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 20, 1917, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Jaby Outland and Cozy Surratt Outland.
Survivors include one nephew and eight nieces.

Mrs. Lorene Ma Foster
Mrs. Lorene Ada Foster. 90, Murray, died Friday, Aug. 24, 2007,
at 9:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband. Carl Ross Foster Sr.; one son, Robert Foster; one
brother, Willie Tharp; and two sisters, Evie Walls and Eva Payne, all
preceded her in death. Born Aug. 31, 1916. in Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of the late Aaron Tharpe and Ada Dumas
Tharpe. Survivors include one son. Carl Ross Foster Jr. and wife,
Arlene, Jamestown. Tenn.; two daughters. Mrs. Pearl Kinel and husband, Willie, Murray. and Mrs. Ann Perry Joshua Tree, Calif.; two
sisters, Mrs. Jeanette Owens, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Virginia
Wilkins. Murray; seven grandchildren, Darrell Foster and wife,
Mildred, Timothy Foster, Rochea Perry, Michelle Ellise and husband. Troy. Alisa Walls and husband, Heath, Yvette Rutledge and
husband. Stanley, and Wanatta Buck and husband. Walter; 18 grandchildren; II great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m. in the chapel of ChurchillImes Family Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday.

Billy M. Outland

Ragland pleads guilty
to manslaughter in
football player's death

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A popular athlete gunned down
on his 21St birthday. Another
student charged years later with
the crime. It was a murder mystery that captivated this college
town for more than a decade.
Shane Ragland was supposed
to be headed to a second trial on
charges he murdered University
of Kentucky football player
Trent DiGiuro in 1994.
Instead, after a surprise deal
with prosecutors Monday,
DAYTON, Ky. (AP) - A ond Kentucky guardsman killed - Ragland pleaded guilty to
Kentucky National Guardsman in Afghanistan. He is survived manslaughter and will be comfrom northern Kentucky was by his wife, Teresa Bernstein; pletely free. later this week,
killed in Afghanistan when and his parents, Wray Carnes of he'll even get to remove the
insurgents attacked his unit, the Dayton. Ky., and Gove Carnes electronic monitoring bracelet
.he has worn for 14 months.
of Williamstown, Ky.:
military said Monday.
Although Ragland stood
"Nicholas Carnes was a fine
• Staff Sgt. Nicholas R.
Carnes, 25, of Ludlow, Ky., died soldier and will be deeply before a judge Monday and
Orgun-e, •missed by his family, his fellow asacknowledged he was responsiin
Sunday
Afghanistan, of wounds from soldiers and everyone who ble for DiGiuro's death,
small-arms fire in Lewanne knew him," Maj. Gen. Donald Ragland's attorney insisted his
Bazaar, Paktika Province, the Storm, adjutant general for client had nothing to do with it
Kentucky, said in a statement. and considered it "bittersweet"
military said.
Carnes was assigned to the Storm was on his way to that he wouldn't have a chance
Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 138th Afghanistan on a previously to prove his innocence in court.
"He pleaded guilty," Steve
Field Artillery, based in scheduled trip to visit Kentucky
Routines said.'That's what it is.
Carrollton. He deployed in troops.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher ordered But if you talk to him today,
March, the Kentucky Guard
he'll maintain his innocence.
flags at state office building
said.
He had been a member of the flown at half-staff in Carnes Only a fool, though, turns down
walking out of court when
Guard since 1999. He is the sec- honor.
you're facing life."
Not surprisingly, the outcome left the DiGiuro family
unfulfilled. DiGiuro's father,
Michael, said in a phone interview that he didn't agree with
the plea but understood there
was no choice.
"I don't think justice was
done," he said. "Justice would
be my son is still alive or Shane
Ragland is in jail for life. We're
not really excited about it, but
we acquiesced."
In the plea agreement.
Ragland was sentenced to time
served - six years, including

Kentucky guardsman
killed in Afghanistan

Survivor of Comair crash sues
designer of runway lights

AP

An armed man exits a National City Bank branch in Louisville,
Monday. The man was shot by Louisville police after the nearly three-hour standoff the bank branch. The man, believed to
be in his 40s, was shot by a SWAT team after walking out of
the building lust before noon EDT, said police spokeswoman
Alicia Smiley. The gunman briefly held four bank employees
hostage inside but had earlier released them unharmed.

Billy M. Outland, 81, Guyton, Ga.. died Saturday. Aug. 25. 2007.
under the care of Hospice Savannah.
Born in Hazel. Ky., he was the son of the late Leonard and Rosa
Outland. He retired in 1975 as -a master sergeant after 20 years of
service with the Air Force serving during the Korean
Conflict. Later he began his service with the United
States Postal Service and retired as a rural carrier. He
was a member of American Legion Post 0209 of
Springfield. Ga.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Christine Outland, to whom he
had been married for 49 years: one daughter. Michelle Outland.
Evans. Ga..; four sisters. Mary Jane Charlton, Barbara Nell Strader.
Alexa Starks and Becky Hampton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. at the Fox and Weeks
Funeral Directors. Hodgson Chapel. Savannah. Ga. Burial will folLOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -- tic related or if there were some
low in the Forest Lawn Memory Gardens. Expressions of sympathy A man who took four bank other issues," he said.
may be made to Hospice Savannah. Inc., P.O. Box 13190, Savannah. employees hostage with an air
The man had entered the
Ga.. 31416; American Legion Post 1209, 491 S. Laural St., rifle Monday was fatally shot by National City Bank branch a litSpringfield. Ga.; or Bethesda Home for Boys, 9520 Ferguson Ave., a SWAT team as he walked out tle after 9 a.m. and briefly held
Savannah. Ga.. 31406.
of the bank with his gun drawn, the four employees hostage
them
releasing
police said. None of the before
unharmed, authorities said. With
hostages was injured.
John Cad Clauson
"He came out of the bank the gunman still inside the bank,
John Carl Clauson, 72. Byron, Ill., formerly of Murray, Ky.. died
Saturday. Aug. 25, 2007, at 5:57 a.m. His death followed a long ill- holding his weapon and walking police sent in a robot with food.
toward SWAT members in a but officers had difficulty estabness.
A 1954 graduate of East High School, he joined the United States challenging manner. SWAT then lishing contact with the man.
Marine Corps where he attained the rank of staff ser- fired upon him." police spokes- Smiley said. The gunman
walked out just before noon and
geant in 1959. He had been employed by Barber woman Alicia Smiley said.
Colman for 25 before starting his own decorating and
She identified the gunman's was shot.
National City spokeswoman
remodeling business, Decorating Plus, in 1984. He weapon as a Remington
.177-caliber Kristen Baird Adams referred
retired to Murray in 1995 for I() years before moving AirMaster
back to northern Illinois. A master custom cabinet maker, he built pellet/BB repeater rifle. Smiley questions to police.
"Our primary concern is the
nine miniature houses during his retirement, along with other hob- said wording on the air rifle
warns it is not a toy and can - safety of our customers and
bies of photography. gardening, golf and cooking gourmet recipes.
employees, and we're cooperatMr. Clauson was a former members of Second Congregational cause fatal injury.
The man was taken to ing fully with police." she said
Church in Rockford and an active member of First Christian Church
Louisville from the bank's headquarters in
of
while residing in Murray. He was an active Boy Scout achieving the University
Hospital where he was pro- Cleveland.
rank of Eagle.
It was at least the second time
Born June 18. 1935. in Rockford. III., he was the only child of nounced dead, Smiley said. He
month that a gunman was
this
Clauson.
as
night
Monday
Johnson
identified
was
Minnie
and
Levin
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Gayk Shoemaker Eisenhower Guy Ray III, 44. of Louisville. reported at a Louisville bank on
Deputy a Monday morning.
County
Clauson. to whom he was married Aug. 31. 1957, in Rockford: one Jefferson
Two men robbed a Chase
daughter. Mrs. Torma Reed and husband. Mike. Monroe Center. Ill.: Coroner Eddie Robinson said
three grandchildren, Jamie, Abbigayle and Timothy Reed. A memo- Ray died of multiple gunshot bank branch in south Louisville
on Aug. 6. Those suspects shot
rial gathenng will be Thursday at 6 p.m. at Heartland Community wounds.
After the three-hour standoff and wounded two employees
Church, South Alpine Road. Rockford. A light supper and fellowship will follow. Cremation rites were accorded by Illinois ended. Police Chief Robert before fleeing with an undeterCremation Society. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. White said the incident appar- mined amount of money. No
ently was not a robbery attempt. arrests have been made in the
Anthony's Hospice. 6122 Mulford Village. Rockford. III., 61107.
"We're not sure if it was domes- case.

1M

Louisville bank gunman
shot dead by police; 4
hostages were unharmed
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credit for 14 months of house
arrest.
Ragland was accused of targeting DiGiuro in revenge foi
keeping him out of a fraternity.
He was convicted of murder in
2002 and sentenced to 30 years
in prison, but he won a new trial
after the state Supreme Court
agreed that the prosecutor had
made an inappropriate comment
during trial and used inadmissible evidence concerning a bul•
let.
County
Fayette
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray
Larson said the plea confirms
Ragland was responsible for
DiGiuro's death - an acknowledgment he says the family had
been waiting for years to hear."It's over," Larson said,
"He's pleaded guilty. He's now
a convicted killer."
Larson said he decided to
offer a plea after deciding not to
call as a witness Ragland's former girlfriend, who told police
several years ago he had admitted to the shooting. Larson
refused to talk about her whereabouts but said he feared going
forward with a trial could put
her life at risk.
But Romines insisted the
facts just weren't in the prosecutor's favor.
-They were going to lose it
trial," he said. "The scientific
evidence was clear we couldn't
have done it."
Under the terms of the plea
deal filed in Fayette County
Circuit Court on Monday.
Ragland must remain on elecuntil
monitoring
tronic
Thursday.
Ragland has been staying at
his father's house in Frankfort,
Ky. A call there Monday wasn:t
returned.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A co-pilot who was the lone survivor of a plane crash in
Lexington that killed 49 people
after taking off from the wrong
runway has sued the company
that designed the runway and
taxiway lights at Blue Grass
Airport.
James Polehinke filed suit in
Fayette Circuit Court against
AVCON Inc. on Friday, three
days before the one-year
anniversary Monday of the
crash. The lawsuit says AVCON
Inc., a Florida corporation. was
responsible for runway lighting
at the airport that was "so errat-

ic, haphazard and/or improper

that many commercial
including the pilots of Flight
5191, could not rely on or
expect the lighting for the rut)ways and taxiways to comply
with applicable laws, rules, regulations procedures and orders:"
Calls Monday by The
Associated Press to AVCON arid
Polehinke's lawyer, Bruce
Brandon, were not immediately
returned. The Comair jet
crashed in the pre-dawn darkness on Aug. 27, 2006 shortly
after taking off from an unlit
general aviation strip too short
for commercial flights.

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

prisys as

of 9 a.m

I ioio Jones hut. awg. ....13238.0 • 83.3
.88.56 • 0.13

• 0.57

-39.72 • 038

Mattel ---.--....21.29 - 039

Air Products

AT&T, L,c. --

-39.62 - 0.64

BB&T

....-28.71 • 0.78
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ......21.41 + 0.01
7534- 0.46

Caterpillar

- 1.15

Che*ron Texaco Corp
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods_
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
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I\ OUR OPINION

Be careful
in heat
The'heat may be ready to break a bit,
according to weather forecasts, but apparently
some folks could still use a reminder that this
is a dangerous time with hot and dry condi-

tions.
- For one, it is much too het to-leave- petschildren in vehicles. No errand is worth the
cost of losing a life, which in these temperatures could happen all too easily.
Last week, there were two unfortunate incione in St. Louis and the other near
dents
Cincinnati — where toddlers were left inside
cars when the heat outside was in the upper
90s Inside closed cars, the temperatures can
easily rocket into the 100s.
These horrible cases should certainly jar people's minds that a quick run into a store and
avoiding getting a child out of the car can lead
to disaster
Fortunately, we have avoided any fatalities
+uch as these here during this summer's heat
wave But periodically there are cases throughout the year of 911 being called due to children
being left unattended in vehicles_
Some fatalities that have been reported across
the country are tragically parents not paying
attention and resulting in confusion. One parent
thinks the other has the child and simply goes
about his or her day only to later make a horrific discovery.
Pets in heated vehicles seems to resonate as
a- big problem locally. There have been calls to
local law enforcement from time to time where
a pet is reported in a locked car with a small
amount of opened window.
We have even been called and heard reports
of pet abdse where dogs and cats have been
witnessed locked in hot cars and trucks and
vans and mistreated further when trying to get

effect for Murray and (alloway County. Folks

are NOT to burn anything due to the extremely
dangerous and dry conditions But there have
continued to he reports of people being cited
for burning trash or leaves or what-have-you.
And please don't toss lit cigarettes on the
ground, even from a moving vehicle. They can
easily roll or be blown into grassy areas or
helds and cause tremendous problems; loss of
property — and possibly even loss of life.
The beat and drought that Murray, Calloway
ounty, the aikson Purchase. Kentucky, southern states and many parts of the U.S. have
dealt with — or, are still dealing with — has
u.ed many tragedies, whether it's heat -related
illnesses or deaths or tires_ Let's not add to
this through carelessness
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It you are one of the one-in-tour
Amencans who did no( read j single
txx4, latt year. you should hate been on
the Murray State Unnersity coupe% last
week to hear Julia Aharer. Her remarks
to the incoming freshmen class would
hate compelled the most reluctant reader
in pal up a hook.
The hest-selling author of -Something
it. Declare.- talked about her fiundy's emigration from the Dominican Republic to
New York City, and how that and other
influences inspired her to become a writer
Alvarer's essay collection was chosen
lot MSU's 1-reshmui Reading Experience
this year As a result, incoming freshmen
were asked to read the memoir as a
Medias of csLibli•hillg common pound for
disc ussion. mtera hi in and emit hment
Thniughout the !,ear tawl() use the
selected reading as the hams lot instruction
and analysis, and a range of related activities (den many opportunities to make
connections between literature. learning and
Ille

out of the vehikle .
Also, remember there is a BURN RAN in

%lore Weir. l'nkes.h•-r
FAA.*
en•let. %.16-ft6ing
▪
Nor
1.11 s'enhtene. I
I r••sel [noel!. I in ulah..n
I en•rrt. 11..enpe..n. WI.• Mr

Reading, writing, living

"I .un honored that mine is the chosen
hook." Julia Alvarez began her address to
the (lass ist 2011 She went on to extol
the benefits of gathering around 'the tribal
amptin: of a common hook.- as a way
hi celebrate our common hum.unty
- When we read we connect to a huge
•411111U111i!.." %he asserted "We become
winged.''
flutiugh the concepts shared were lofty
and milting. Al% are/ also rendered some
pLun, dtiwn s-e.uth ad% ice
"You hate the prodege of being in
Lhoge of tour own stoty," she declared.
"Most of the world doesn't hate that
opportunity"
In her talk. Altar, linked an and science by refening to findings of the
Human Genunr: Prinect, which revealed
that humans AM genetically 119 perCall
the same

-11fink about this."
she challenged the audience "Differences rooted in one-tenth of I
percent are what we
focus on. We are siokntly focused on the
differences. But what
you do with your onetenth of 1 percent
makes the difference. It
Mak Street means discovering your
By Constance unique talent, what only
Alexander
you can give hack."
Local
Alvarels prescription
Columnist
for making the most of
life can be summoned
as a sensible one-two maneuver First.
find what you do well, and second, share
that gift with your community.
Telling our own stones is pan of selfdiscovery, hut that does not mean everyone should pursue writing as a protessiOn.
Nevertheless. in Alviurz's opinion, "We
are all horn storytellers. creatures of narrative. The stones we tell ourselves frame
our journey through life."
Spending much of her childhood in a
society under the thumb of the Trujillo
regime. Alvarez realized very early that
books and learning were subversive activities Though censorship was rampant,
important stones found their was out to
the petiole because of the oral tradition in
the Dominican Republic. The essential
nature of storytelling was further reinforced as Alvarez became entranced by
Scherezhade and the tales of 1001 nights.
"Through that I saw stones saving lives
of the women in the community," she
said "In the end. eten the sultan was
changed"
"I:ten a little piece of luminous information can save us." she said.
To illuminate the point, Alvarez
recounted a Hasidic parable about the dif-

ON THE WEB
Julia Alvarez
www.juliaalvarez.com.
MSU's Freshman Reading
Experience
www murraystate edu/fre
Results of a national reading poll
www.cnn.com/2007/LIVING/wayoflife/08/21/reading.ap/index.html
ference between heaven and hell.
In hell, the story goes, people were
seated at row after row of tables decked
with sumptuous food. Every person held a
full spoon. hut because their arms were
splinted and not flexible enough to bend,
the creatures were emaciated, moaning
with hunger.
And heaven?
Well, the scene was the same, except
for one small but meaningful detail. People made their rigid arms useful by leaning across the table to feed their neighbor.
and the grateful recipient returned the
favor. Heaven and hell reportedly offered
the same circumstances, but the critical
difference was how the people treated
each other
At the end of her presentation. Alvarez
summed up her thoughts by reminding the
incoming freshman class, "You have personal talent and a debt to your community. Bring forth what is inside you. I wish
you good luck, and remember wnting
involves reflection. sharing thoughts with
yourself and others. It is a way to pass it
on, to connect...
Read Main Sitter (online at mistinurtiniedgercom Contact the colunmai durcris
t on.skintraletaikkr(4 newswinrcornm.twi

Gonzales was case of cronyism
WASHINGTON IAPI -Alberto Gonzales was j cAse
J nice guy
study in
and presidential pal who
hecarne attorney general on
the strength of those two ..re
dermal.
Ile was not up to the job
In the end, Gonzales'
greatest .khiet einem nay he
rare note
that he !mocha eil
of unanimity among Reps,hil can. and Democrat. in Watti
mows They agree his tenure
was JI1 unmitigated failure
"Reasonable people hate
been satng since the spring
that Goruale. should resign.
Jfki tour irsaiths later et en
hodt says this should hate
happened a long time ago,"
Republicansd
tonsultant Joe
guess is the
(ix,lord
slime ties to George Vs Bush
made that impossible
The attorney general %did
iontiJ S he was resigning
I %en public sertite iob
Ciontales has held he owes to
general counsel to
Bush
the Texas goternot. Texas
%a-tit-tan of state. slate
Supreme ('nun Justice. White
House counsel and finally
ant rney general
That Jets mat hate made
Gonzales too eager to please
his boss. too deferential
toward higher-powered Tesan.
like Karl Rove and too dismissive of %mut-% in Congress

‘‘'ASHINGTON TODAY
By Ron Fournier
His rapid nse nuy have
left him ill equipped to manage the huge Justice Department and unseasoned in
Vs ashington politics
hAteNCIr the reason. Goo
,ak'. rr,,onl of %candid would
hate tIM Mr quickly doomed
less-connected public official
Inc of his first acts in the
S\ hitt House was to urge
Bush to waive anti-torture
laws and international treaties
that protec I prisoners of tsar
Critics •as the policy led to
abuses of the type seen at
Ahu (ihrath
14 bite House's top
A. the ‘
law y Cr.(i‘111/Ak% notified
duet of mall Andy ('aid after
the Justice Depanment opened
an intestigation into who
resealed a CIA agent's isk-nti
is (ron/ale% waited 12 hours
to tell anyone else in the
Vs hitt- House, a gap that
sould have helped aides cover
their tracks
In 2004. GORLIICs visited
the hospital tied of then- Amor
ney General John Ashcroft to
get the Justice Department's
appros al of certain intelligence
gathering methods.
(kayaks later denied under
oath that he pressured the ailing Aslanift to re-cemfy the

"terronst surveillance protestimony contradicted
by FBI Director Robert S.
Mueller and former Deputy
Attorney General James
Corney
As attorney general. he
told Congress in 2016 that
the president was fully
empowered to eavesdrop on
Nmcnsans without warrants as
pan of the war on terror
Under his and Ashcniffs
watch, the FBI improperly
and, in some case's. Illegally
obtained personal information
about people in the tinned
States
Hit testimony about the
firings of several 1' S attorneys was contradicted at least
three times during congressional hearings — once by
Gontale. himself
This was the most avoidable controversy, because the
president has even right to
fire federal prosecutor. But
Gonzales kept changing his
story and dodging direct questions, go trig Pus cruses the
rope to hang him
In testimony before Congress. Gonzales answered "I
don't know- and "I can't
recall" scores of times, and
even some Repubhcans said

hit testimony was evasive.
True to form. Bush praised
Gonzales' performance and
said the attorney general was
"honest" and "honorable."
"Honest" was not a word
many lawmakers would use to
describe Gonzales' testimony.
"Alberto Cart/ales is the
first attorney general who
thought the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the
truth were three different
things." said Rep Rahm
Emanuel, D-III
Earlier this month, the
president grew irritated when
asked about accountability in
his administration
"Implicit in your questions
is that Al Gonzales did something wrong." Bush replied
testily at a news conference.
"I haven't seen Congress say
he's done anything wrong"
Actually, many in Congress
had accused Gonzales of
wningcloing But the president
was not listening to anybody
who called Gonzales a hack
ix crony.
"I think the president overlooked what appears to have
been malfeasance and, at least;
as I read the record, perhaper
as much as perjury before
Congress," said Marc Kruman.
a history professor and dim
tor of the Center for the
Study of Citizenship at Wayne
State University in Detroit.
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MCCH Health Express
announces stops for Sept.

Murray-Calloway County
Republic Women to meet
Murray -Calloway County Republican
Women's Club will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
All interested women are invited.
For more information call Ashley Boyd,
vice president of the club by e-mail at
ashleyj_boyd@botmall. corn.

Extension Board will meet
Calloway County Extension Office District Board will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
at the extension office, 310 South Fourth St.,
By Jo Burkeen Murray. Supper will be served prior to the
meeting at 7 p.m. The agenda will consist
Community
of approving the tax rate for the 2007 tax
Editor
rate.

lo's
Datebook

Volunteer opportunities available
Copies of the 2007-2008 Volunteer Opportunities requests
and the training schedule for Murray Elementary and Murray
Middle Schools are available at the Murray Board of Education, located at 208 South 13th St.

Hazel Lions Club plans sale
Hazel Lions Club will have its light bulb and broom sale
from 5:30 p.m. to dark today and Thursday, according to Hughes Bennett, president. For more information call 498-8324 or
492-8424.

CUBS meeting on Wednesday
Dr. Randy Dunn, president of Murray State University, will
be speaker at the meeting of Calloway United Benevolent Services (CUBS) on Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road Church
of Christ. Any group or organization with a service mission is
encouraged to attend. Announcements to share with the group
should be in the form of flyers (100 copies suggested). Upgraded Quick Reference Directories will be distributed. A pizza
lunch will be provided by Murray State University with soft
drinks provided by the Murray Ledger & Times. Lunch reservations can be made by replying to unitedway@murray-ky.net.
For more information contact Donna Herndon at 753-7784.

Beginning Knitting Class planned
The Murray Calloway Senior Citizens will offer a Beginning Knitting Class starting Friday. Sept. 7, at 12:30 p.m. in
the education room of the Weaks Community Center. Designed
for those 60 and older, the class will meet regularly each Friday at the same time and place. Teaching the class will be
Dot Allen. To sign up, call the center at 753-092. There is no
charge for the class and start-up supplies will be provided.

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will
be offering vision/glaucoma,
blood pressure, blood sugar, and
osteoporosis screenings during
the month of September.
The screenings are free to
the communities visited by the
Health Express and are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are often
no symptoms of disease. Under
most circumstances, cholesterol
and triglyceride levels should
be checked every five years.
A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is free to every
Health Express patron once
every five years. More fre- quent testing requires a doctor's written prescription and
costs $15.
Annual screenings are recommended for diabetes patients.
Photo provided
The cholesterol (HDULDL)
Pictured is David Parker, left, of Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, and triglyceride screening
being presented a special certificate by Martha Ails, president requires a food fast (water
only) for 12 to 14 hours before.
of Murray Main Street.
During the month of September, the Health Express will
make stops to the following
locations:
Tuesday. Sept. 4, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury dealership of Murray has been
recognized for sustained support of the Murray Main Street - Save-A-Lot in Murray;
Thursday, Sept. 6, 8:30 to
Program.
The dealership made a significant commitment to the down- 11:30 a.m. - Wal-Mart in Murtown area by keeping the dealership in its historic downtown ray;
location. This bucked the nation-wide trend of the one-stop
Tuesday, Sept. I I. 9 to 11:30
shopping notion seen in recent metropolitan urban-sprawl relo- a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wal-Mart in Paris, Tenn,:
cation endeavors.
So, it is not surprising that the agency is also one of the
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 9 to
11:30 a.m. - Town Square in
sustaining supporters of the Murray Main Street program which
Wingo, and 1 to 3 p.m. focuses on preservation and revitalization of the downtown
Burton's Gas Station in
area.
Joe, John and David Parker, owners, understand the impor- Lynville;
Monday, Sept. 17, 8:30 to
tance of having a vital and attractive downtown area as families and businesses consider locating here." said Martha Alls,
president of Murray Main Street. "We greatly appreciate their
sustained support of this program," she concluded.

Local automobile dealership
recognized for sustained support

Alzheimer's group will meet today
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale, licensed
social worker, at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 in
the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo tonight from 6:30
to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. Funds from
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at
227-587.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Youth Swim Team plans drive

Murray-Calloway Youth Swim team(MYST)is having a recruitment drive starting today and through Friday. Interested swimmers should come to the Murray -Calloway County Hospital
Wellness Center pool anytime between the hours of 3:30 to 6
p.m. for a short evaluation. Each person should have on swim
suit (one piece for girls and bnng goggles and a towel. MYST
is open to anyone between the ages of 5 to IS. Swimmers
need to be able to swim the length of the pool using any
stroke. For more information call Rick McGee at 293-5424.

MHS yearbooks available

The 2007 Murray High school yearbooks have arrived. They
may be picked up before school, after school or during lunch.
No books will be handed out dunng the school day. Persons
are asked to not interrupt Jill Herndon's classes to get a yearbook. Extra books arc available on a first come basis for $40
each. Books for graduates will be in the vault of the office
and can be picked up during regular school hours or after
school by appointment.

reunion
University School/College High
1967 will have its

University School/College High Class of
40-year reunion on Sunday and Monday. Sept. 2 and 3. A
reception/open house will be held at the Wrather Museum on
the Murray State University campus on Sunday. Sept. 2, from
2 to 5 p.m. All class members. friends. faculty and family
members are invited. A luncheon will be at August Moon on
Monday. Sept. 3. at 11:30 a.m. If you are a member of the
class, or know someone who is, please submit your information to Kathy Kopperud at kathykop4thotmail.com or e-mail
Kopperud for more details concerning the lunch or reception/open
house

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
older

will be
A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and
Center,
Citizens
Senior
County
-Calloway
offered at Murray
located at 607 Poplar St.. in the Weaks Community Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9 to
11 a.m in the education room. Conducted by Francis Latham.
the class size will be limited. For more information or to sign
up. call the center at 753-0929.

e-mail: jo.burkeen@marrayledger.con
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MSU alumnus elected
national president
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Noah Bruce Thurmond
Mr. and Mrs. K. Bruce Thurmond of Pittsford, N.Y., are
the parents of a son, Noah
Bruce Thurmond, born on Tuesday, July 10, 2007 at Highland Hospital in Rochester,
N.Y.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and two ounces. The
by
employed
is
father
Angiotech. Bio Coatings Corp.
as a research scientist. The
mother is the former Jill Kupferle of St. Louis, Mo. A brother is Lucas John Thurmond,
3.
Maternal grandparents are
Gary and Judy Kupferle of St.
Louis, Mo. Paternal grandparents are Norman and Carol Lane
of Murray. Ky., and Kenneth
and Pat Thurmond of May- Noah Bruce
field, Ky. One great-grandmother is Mrs. Mary Thurmond of Murray.

11:30 a.m. - George Weak's
Community Center in Murray;
Wednesday, Sept, 19, 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. - Subway in
Puryear, Tenn., and I to 3 p.m.
- Hazel C-Mart in Hazel;
Thursday, Sept. 20, 10 to
2 p.m. - Marshall County
Senior Citizen Center in Benton;
Monday, Sept. 24, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
- Storey's Food Giant in Murray;
Tuesday, Sept. 25,9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.Cadiz Baptist Church in Cadiz;
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m.- Hamlin One-Stop in
Hamlin;
Thursday, Sept. 27, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:3010 3 p.m.
- First United Methodist
Church in Murray;
Additionally, MCCH Health
Express will have the following stop offering free screenings:
Tuesday, Sept. 18. 8 a.m.
to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteo,
and Blood Pressure Screenings
at the Center for Health &
Wellness in Murray.
Also available at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
September Health Express
schedule or about the screenings offered, call 762-1348.

Thurmond

Bryson Kepler Whitmill
Darrel and Joanna Whitmill
of Crossville. Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Bryson Kepler
Whitmill. born on Friday. Aug.
3. 2007. at 12:46 p.m. at Fort
Sanders Regional Hospital,
Knoxville. Tenn.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
3 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Joanna Gibbs. A brother
is Coleman Reid Whitmill.
Grandparents are Dwain and
Sherry Gibbs of Murray. Tim
and Joy Whitmill of Chattanooga. Tenn.. and Francis
and Doris Hummer of Lenoir
City, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Jean
Hamlin and the late Charles
Hamlin of Mayfield. the late Bryson Kepler Whitmill
Virgil and Rachel Gibbs of Murray. the late Groce and Ezzie Cagle of Maggie Valley, NC
and Bob and Pat Whitmill of McDonald. Tenn

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 153-1916

Dr. Stephen Shanklin, a 1971
alumnus of Murray State University and charter member of
the Kentucky Epsilon chapter
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, was elected grand national president of
the fraternity at the__2007_Cg_and
Chapter Conclave in Atlanta,
Ga.
Shanklin will serve a twoyear term effective immediately as the 54th Grand National President. "I'm making
installments on a debt I can
never repay," says Shanklin.
"I've learned some of the most
important lessons of my life
from this fraternity."
He has honorably served the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
for many years, holding numerous leadership positions, including serving on the National
Board of Directors from 2005
to present and as chairman of
the National Member Development Committee from 20042005. He has received many
awards from the fraternity,
including the Order of the
Golden Heart in 2001, which
members have
only 141
received since 1901, and the
Distinguished Alumnus award
in 1995.
After receiving his bachelor of science degree in business administration from MSU,
Shanklin served as regional
director of the fraternity. He

earned his master of business
administration from the University of Tennessee at Martin .
in 1987 and his doctorate of
philosophy, accounting and
international business from
Saint Louis University in 1999.
Shanklin has taught at Union
University, Lane College, the
University of Tennessee at Martin, Lambuth University, Washington University in St. Louis
and Saint Louis University. Currently he serves as an instructor of accounting at the University of Southern Indiana in
Evansville, Ind.
On Friday Shanklin will visit •
MSU and the Epsilon chapter.
Shanklin's daughter, Anna
Shanklin, is a 2007 MSU graduate and his son. Jon Shankin.
is a ritual officer of the Indiana Zeta chapter of Sigma Phi
Epsilon at Valparaiso University.
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MUSIC AUDITIONS: Chuck Haney, choir teacher at Murray
Middle School, recently held after-school auditions for grades
five through eight "I auditioned more students today than I've
ever auditioned before. There are a lot of talented students at
Murray Middle," he said "I was really nervous before I went
in to audition, but Mr. Haney made me feel more comfortable." said Laura Durr, student. Pictured above, Shelby
Stress hands Haney her iPod with the song she used for an
audition.

GREG TRAVIS/LeOcier & Times
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TEST REVIEWS: Noraa Ransey. a second grade
1,,, Ui. .i tudent in her class Each of the students took their turn meeting with Ransey to go over their tests
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CHOOSING A GOOD BOOK: Katy Koehler, a fourth-grade
student in Stacy Wortham's class, enjoys looking for an
Accelerated Reader book to read. "I really like all the books
we have at Murray Middle" she said. The fourth grade has
several shelves of books in the fourth grade hall in addition
to all the books in each individual classroom Students set a
reading goal and work to achieve it
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A HOP, A SKIP AND A JUMP: Students in Patti McIntosh's
first grade class at Southwest Elementary School participated in a physical education class this week designed to test
the students motor skills The students took turns showing
Chris Cain the school's PE instructor, how they could do
each of the activities.

THANK
The East Elementary PTA wants to thank the following
businesses, organizations, and people for making our
Back To School Bash $ blast!
Calloway County Fire Rescue Trucks
Volunteer Fire Fighters: Tommy Morgan, Tracy Durbin, Lyi,),
Unruh, Earl Hicks, Bryant Hodges, Adam Wood, Mike Green
Mack Bucy, and Jim Szyszkiewicz

Photo prowled

* Parker of Murray Hu)h School is the Forever
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Mantle,
Jobs Realtors 'Student of the Week He is the son
Loretta
21
Communications and Century
are Rebecca Landoll Century 21 Loretta Jobs
above
Pictured
Parker
David
and
Martha
of
Realtor Parker. Amy McDowell. business teacher at MHS. and Amy Gannon, VVNBS 1340 AM
and WOFC 1130 AM representatrve

Public Ice Service
Fnto Lay
Cub Scout Pack #37
Dewayne Hill
Steve Buffington
Parent Volunteers

Coca Cola Bottling
Tommy Warmack
Stacey Underhill
Arvis Thorn
High School Volunteers
Vicki Geunn's Cakes & Things
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'I Need To Grow Up'
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray High junior midfielder Bobby Puckett (16) prepares to send the ball downfield during the Tigers match
with Reidland on Monday night at the Mallary France
Soccer Complex. Puckett had one of Murray's four goals
on the night in a 4-0 win over the visiting Greyhounds.
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SECTION B

Tigers post shutout
over Reidland
HINES PROVIDES TWO GOALS,
ONE ASSIST FOR MHS
BOB BROWN / AP

Michael Vick looks down as he prepares to address the media after pleading guilty to a federal dogfighting
charge in Richmond Monday.

A REMORSEFUL MICHAEL VICK PLEADS GUILTY;
CALLS DOGFIGHTING A 'TERRIBLE THING'
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP National Wnter
Michael Vick stood behind a podium, all alone. His amazing speed and
quickness was of no use in this predicament. He couldn't scramble away from
trouble with one of those nifty moves.
All he could do was apologize. And
ask for forgiveness. And start "bettering Michael Vick the person, not the
football player."
Looking somber and speaking without notes, Vick said Monday he was
taking full responsibility for his actions
after pleading guilty to a federal dogfighting charge in Richmond, Va.
He could go to prison for one to
...five years.
"I offer my deepest apologies to

everybody out there in the world who
was affected by this whole situation,
and if I'm more disappointed with myself
than anything it's because of all the
young people, young kids that I let
down, who look at Michael Vick as a
role model,- he said.
Vick canceled a Tuesday morning
radio appearance on "The Tom Joyner
Morning Show". Host Tom Joyner said
Vick's advisors suggested that the football player shouldn't talk at this time
because someone "might take any part
of our interview out of context."
Vick called dogfighting -a terrible
thing," said he initially lied to the NFL
and his team about it because he was
ashamed, and apologized specifically to
all those he deceived about a gruesome

dogfighting ring: commissioner Roger
Goodell, Atlanta Falcons owner Arthur
Blank,coach Bobby Petrino and his teammates.
"I need to grow up," Vick conceded.
Acceptance of responsibility is one
of the factors U.S. District Judge Henry
E. Hudson will consider in handing
down Vick's sentence Dec. 10. The federal sentencing guideline range is projected at a year to 18 months, but Hudson can impose up to the five-year
maximum.
Vick has already been suspended
indefinitely by the NFL.
"So I've got a lot of down time, a
lot of time to think about my actions
and what I've done," he said.

FALCONS 24, CINCINNATI 19

Sweet Relief
ATLANTA CAPS VICK-HEAVY DAY
WITH WIN OVER BENGALS
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JOHN BAZEMORE / AP

Falcons quarterback Joey Harnngton drops back to
pass dunng the first quarter against Cincinnati in
Atlanta Monday night

ATLANTA (API — There were plenty of-Fdcons fins —
wearing No. 7 jerseys at the Georgia Dome. They got a
chance to cheer for Michael Vick's replacement.
Joey Harrington made a good first impression on Atlanta
fans by throwing two touchdown passes Monday night in a
24-19 preseason win over the Cincinnati Bengals. It was a
much-needed salve for a franchise trying to get past the stunning downfall of its most dynamic player.
"It's not something we can sweep under the rug,- Harrington said. "Mike is definitely in a bit of trouble, but he's still
a memb.cr of this team, still a member of this family."
The day began with Vick pleading guilty to federal dogfighting charges in Virginia, followed a short time later by
Falcons owner Arthur Blank saying he won't cut the quarterback immediately, mainly because of salary-cap issues rather
than any desire to bring him back two or three years from
now.
Against that wrenching backdrop. Harrington and the Falcons (2-1) played their first home game of the preseason.
Small groups of dueling protesters faced off outside the Georgia Dome, while hundreds (and perhaps thousands) of fans
showed their support for Vick by wearing his jersey — the
best seller in team history.
The Falcons spent the day trying to avoid an overload of
news about the Vick case, but it was virtually impossible to
•See FALCONS,28
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WILDCAT FOOTBALL

or suspended for season opener
UK DEFENSIVE
TACKLE VIOLATED
TEAM RULES
-LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) — University: of Kentucky junior defensive tackle
*Ton Pryor was suspended for Saturday's season-opener against Eastern Kenti!Cky for a violation of team rules, head
ctech Rich Brooks announced Monday
•"That thins us at a position where we
don't have a lot of expenence going into

this game,- Brooks said.
"It hurts anytime a player does something that
violates the team disciplinary code."
Brooks said Pryor's suspension makes him even
more relieved that Kentucky's season opener is
Pryor
against Eastern Kentucky
Instead of in-state rival Louisville.
-There's over a six-month period from
the end of last season to the start to this
season." Brooks said. 'That's maybe just

one more reason I'm gkid that were not
opening with our normal opener, when
you lose a player with the significance
of Myron Pryor."
Brooks said redshirt freshman Ricky
Lumpkin will start at tackle alongside
sophomore Corey Peters. Freshman Shane
McCord will join Ventre!' Jenkins in the
rotation at tackle.
"Shane McCord is clearly in the rotation,- Brooks said. "He will play this
year and as the season goes along, he
could he a significant contributor in the
defensive interior"

Staff Report
Matt Hines scored two goals
and assisted on another as the
Murray High boys' soccer team
blanked Reidland 4-0 on Monday night at the Mallary France
Soccer Complex.
The Tigers (6-1) grabbed a
1-0 lead before halftime on a
Hines goal with eight minutes
left. Dillon Ward got the assist
on the play as MHS went to
the intermission with a onegoal lead.
Murray broke things open
in the second half, scoring
quickly on a goal by Bobby
Puckett just one minute in.

Hines and Jeremy Curd were
both credited with assists on
the play.
Eight minutes later, Curd
put the Tigers ahead by three
goals when he reached the back
of the net off a Jordan Benton assist.
Hines finished off the Murray victory with his second
goal of the night, this time
unassisted, with just six minutes to go.
The Tigers outshot the Greyhounds (3-2) by a 7-2 count.
MHS goalkeeper Will Hudson
had two saves, while his counterpart, Reidland's Wade Boss,
stopped two shots.

Lakers notch
season's first win
LYELL, MANNESS SPARK
CCHS OFFENSE WITH GOALS
Staff Report
Calloway County's boys'
soccer team picked up its first
win of the 2007 season on
Monday night with a 2-0 victory at Paducah Tilghman.
The Lakers (1-4), who had
scored just two goals all season, matched that output in
one outing against the Blue
Tornado (3-2), scoring on goals
by Coby Lyell and Blake Manness to get the win.
Lyell put Calloway in front
at the 13:16 mark of the first

half, when he scored off a
Joseph Kelly assist. The Lakers carried that 1-0 edge to
the halftime break before adding
an insurance goal in the second half.
Manness gave CCHS a twogoal cushion, scoring off a
Lyell assist with 6:36 remaining.
Despite winning the match,
the Lakers were outshot 9-6.
Calloway will return to
action on Sept. 4, when it travels to Hopkinsville to battle
Christian County.

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers suffer
two-set loss to Tilghman
Staff Report
The Murray High volleyball
team dropped its third straight
match after winning its first
four of the season in a twoset loss to Paducah Tilghman
on Monday night at Tiger Gymnasium.
" The Lady Tigers (4-3) fell
by scores of 25-19 and 25-23.
Jamie Courtney led the way
for MHS with eight assists and
seven digs. She also had 16
complete passes, one ace and
one kill. Caitlin Hernngton had
seven blocks and three digs,
while adding 13 passes. one
assist and one ace.
Leah Dieleman recorded
eight digs while adding three
kills, three aces and a teambest 24 passes completed.
Christin Gong had six digs,
four kills and 15 passes, while
Abby Dowdy scored five passes, two blocks and one kill.
Lauren Dieleman had one dig
and three complete passes. and
Taylor Butler added three passes.

TOMMY DILLARD .+ Ledger &
Times

A Murray High volleyball player prepares to serve during
the Lady Tigers' two-set loss
to Paducah Tilghman on
Monday night at Tiger Gymnasium.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All TImes CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
ausioe
80 51 611
Nevi 700
72 59 550
8
TOronto
14
66 66 504
se 71 450
Baltimore
21
51 80 389
29
Central Olvieion
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
73 57 562
71 00 542 2 1 -2
Detroit
tannimota
67 64 511 6 1 2
Kansas Cory
57 72 44215 12
57 74 43516 12
Cnicago
West Division
W
L Pct GB
77 54 588
Las Angels'
73 56 566
Seale
3
13
489
65
68
Oakland
56 '2 44618 12

LAKERS WIN!: The Calloway County High School volleyball team claimed first place in the Cardinal Classic
tournament, held last Saturday at Livingston Central High School. Team members pictured include (front row.
from left) Katlynn Knight. Allie Thompson. Teala Penick, Haley Fain. Emily McKnight, (back row) Coach Cassidy Palmer. Katie Bazzell, Brittnee Deaf., Lexie Watson, Jacquelyn Pnce. Kristen Phillips and Allison Rogers

PREP VOLLEVBALL ROUNDUP

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers fall in Lady Tigers top Graves
straight sets to CFS County; Tigers take
%N, I so\ it tus CCHS it %w.f.
11.'1111SIX POINTS, FOUR :1('ES
Staff Report
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as tion.
dropped r three-set
match to Community Uhrimian. falling 21-1 3 and 21-11
in the lust and third sets after
winning the middle set 21-17
knight paced the Lady Laker's with sr‘rn points She also
added six kills and tour aces
Bonfire Dew had tise points.
two kills, two assists and one
ate Erndy McKnight tallied
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Nisa Dunn and hales Edwards
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second in triangular
OLSON PACES GIRLS WITH 44;
SMITH, NEWTON SHARE 38
Staff Report
cry earned medalist honors with
kl A11111.1). ky
Both a 2-under par 13 on the parMurray High golf teams were 35 course
in action tin Monday. squaring
In girls' action. the Lady
toff 44111%1 Cifett's and Cald
Tigers topped Graves County
well counties at South High- with a team score of 203. The
land Country Club
Lady Eagles finished at 216
In boys' action. Graves No girls' players participated for
County captured the team title Caldwell County.
with
score ot 15x Murray
Katrina Olson paced the
tnostscd second with a 161. Murray contingent- With a 44.
while Caldwell County came , while Christina Veach carded
in third with 4 175
a 47. Samantha 'finsley followed
Jordan Smith and 'lack New • with A 55. while Adrian Hernsome shared rip scoring hon- don rounded out the field with
ors for the tigers, as each a 57
carded a 04 Brady Powell
Both Murray squads were
ibttchecl a 411. and Cohn Capps scheduled to play at Mineral
tallied a 47
Mounds Golt Course
in
(,rases County's Eli TOW - Eddy silk this afternoon

Mondere ammo
Lhicago Whet Set 5. Tam* Bay 4
()clic'', 16 NY Yarikeeti0
C hevelanCI 8 Minnesota 3
Toronto 6 Oakland 2 12 innings
LA Argots 6. Seidner°
Tuesday's Garnets
Boston (Mstsuzaka 13-101 at N V
ankblis (P4MIS 11-7t 6 05 p m
Minnesota (Bonsai 6-101 at Cleveland
(Westbrook 4-7) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Hammitt 1-4) at Baltimore
,D Cabrera 9-13) 6 05 p m
Detroit 1Robercson 7 101 at Kansas City
113anrssler 10-7) 7 10 p m
Chicago iffthilia SO.(G Floyd 1-2) al
Texas IGabbord 6-11 735pm
Toronto (Latch 5i)at Oeklend (Gaudin
10-91 905 p m
LA Angina iSamans 5-12) at Seattle
(Weaver 6-101 9 06 Trl
Wednesdiry's Games
Toronto )lialladay 14-6) at Oakland
t=rittiarclo 8-7a 2 35 p m
I A Angels 1.1er Weaver 9-6, at Sean*
Hernandez 10-6) 335pm
Boston (Beckett 16-5) at N V Yankees
I Clemens 5-5) 6 05 p m
Minnesota 1.1 Santana 14-9) at
Cleveland ,Sabathia 14-7) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay iShields 10-8) at Baltimore
Trachsel 6-81. 6 05 p m
Detroit male 5-4) at Kansas City
,Greiniuy 5-5). 710pm
Chicago While Sok (Garland 8-101 at
Tea,(Lae 6-10) 7 35 p m

National Lams.* Standings
At Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
73 57 562
York
New
Philadelphia
68 62 523
5
68 64 515
6
Atlanta
Washington
58 74 439
16
17
57 75 432
Floods
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
66 63 512
Chicago
500 1 1-2
65
65
Milwaukee
63 64 496
2
St Louis
Cincinnat,
60 70 462 6 1.2
58 73 443
Houston
9
Pittsburgh
57 72 442
9
West Division
W
L Pet GB
74 58 561
—
Anzona
71 59 546
San Diego
2
68 63 519 5 1/2
Los Angeles
67 64 511 6 142
Colorado
60 72466San Francisco

Monday's Games
Atlanta 13 Florida 2
Philardeiphia 9 N V Mats 2
San Diego 3. Aruona 1
L A Dodgers 5 Washington 4
San FrancisCo 4 Colorado 1
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati (Arroyo 7-13) at Petsburgo
(Mahcen 10-14), 4 05 p m 1st game
Atlanta (Smoilz 12-6) at Fforida
(VandenHurk 4-41 6 05 p m
NY Meta 1Glanne 11-61 at Philadelphia
(Eaton 9-8) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee !Supper)
at Chicago
Cubs(KM 7-7), 7 05 p m
Houston
(
at
10-10)
0Pin
0
St, Louis 1(Vi Williams 8-12) 7 05 P n't

Cincinnati tnamerez 0-1) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzsianny 12-7). 735 pm 2nd

game
Anzona IWebb 1443) at San Diego
(Germano 6-7) 905 p m
Washington (Bergman(' 2-5- at L A
Dodgers 1Billings)ey 8-4) 910 p ri
Colorado Morales 0-1) at San
Francisco (Cain 6-13) 9 15 p m
Wednesday's Games
Washington (Hill 3-3) at L A Dodge-,
(Penny 14-4) 2 10 p m
Colorado (Franc* 13-6) at San
Francisco (Lowry 14-7) 2 35 p m
Atlanta (Carty* 7-5) at Florida Millis 813).605 pm
Cincinnati (Plarang 13-3a at Pittsburgh
ISnell 13-10) 6 05 p m
NY Mets 10 Perez 12-8) at
Philadelphia (Moyer 11-10). 6 05 p m
Milwaukee I UndeCided) at Chicago
Cubs aZambiano 14-10) 706 p ri
St Louis (K Wells 6-14) at 1-4oustor
(Oswalt 13-6) 7 05 p m
Anzona (Owings 6-7) at San Deg,
(1,Aaddus 10-9) 9 os m

CARDINAL FOOTBALL

Sleepless in
Louisville?
KRAGTHORPE EAGER FOR
CARDINALS TO GET STARTED

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
"It's a little bit of a differThe sleepless nights have ent situation, hut I knew what
already started for Steve Kragth- I was getting into when I took
°me
this Job.- Kragthorpe said.
Don't bother recommending
From Papp 18
first Mit-nose series tic was completed his first %f t passWhat Kragthorpe got into
However. Harrington got an
wat,h IS without s at. hing sacked on his %cry first snap. es. in luding 4 28-yard touch- idea of the sort of expecta- the new Louisville coach sip was a team that for all its star
glass of wain milk of take power also has some serious
a tarring reminder the Falsims
down to Adam Jennings After tions he'll face as Via.%
some ot the iiias•ise osrr
no longer base the quarter
age
Allen Rossum put the I-alcons replasement Alter throwing a late-night tog. The tossing questions. While the depth at
would be lying if I said back who rushed Ins Liam in Stoning position again with three straight incompletion, and turning means things are the skill positions runs deep.
ird. Ia., .c.r.ort
the reserves on the offensise
59-yard kickoff return. Har- late in the first half, he heard going to plan
I didn't' see any 411 if Ha
"It's not nervousness, it's and defensive lines and in the
"I nt not going to break out rington
t moon said "Between the ('Jr
hooked
up
with some boos trotting off the field
anticipation. Its exciting.- secondary are largely composed
there and make play• sponta
Iuslfl Nctvoirk and NH Films.
Dwayne Blakley on a 29-yard with the rest of the offense
is why of newcomer% who have yet
sonipletion. then flipped a 12
I stopped its CNN otue of moody with my feet.- he said
"I guess I've learned not Kragthorpe said.
'I. se got to make them with yard pass to Jenous Norwood tip worry about what the fans' you coach.to see any significant playing
tvosc
Though
Kragthorpc•s time.
my head and with my urn
for another TO
Harrington receisecl .1 sritat
reaction is going to he.- HarAfter the ritugh start. No
tering of applause when he
Harrington played the first rington said "That's not to pregame Jitters for Louisville's
lnAMP WOISIM.P.ft
l's kick-changed fiamngton possession -of the second half, say we don't care about the season-opener against Murray
trotted on the field for Attlanta's
guiding the Falcons into field fans Without them, were noth- State on Thursday started a
Lindy Spit*,
goal range Int Billy Curtain's ing I want to put a winner few days early, he's taken sevmoor Unbar nom ovre
eral steps to make sure the
17-yank!
on the field for the tans
To sem cr row home rimier.
A flop in Detroit and MIAMI,
comes'OW
Another cascat to his per- rest of the defending Big East
hampsoos are at ease when they
Harrington left the field with tormance liarnngton was fac644 16146 $4.• 753-5642
In order to better serve our patients and
a 17-11 lead and reseling in ing the Bengal% 10-3i, who walk onto the field against the
ciirrimunitv. Ihrrid I..
M.D. Will start
TV, radio
plenty of cheers lie was I
had the league's worst pass Racers.
TODAY
rieveptrity internal medicine imittents
Before a "mock game- last
of 21 for 164 yards and an
tieleniif a year ago and were
BASKETBALL
impressise IIN 0 passer rat- burned for two touchdowns sseek, the team went through
September 4th. 20c.)7.
5 p.m.
F SN - - F IBA Americas Chan vionshi0
ing. with two other throws and a field goal on New Its usual game day routine
second
round Canaria vs Argentina
being caught ova out of hound. Orleans' first three possessions Fhes ate a pregame mcal, did
at Las Vegas
the traditional "Card March"
"Joey has been great I think the week before
10 p.m.
ESPN2 - FA Americas
its a little unfair for him tit
-I don't want to oserblow through the stadium and csen
Championship second round P,a.on
hase to come in and be asked this thing.- said first-year Fal- had music and crowd noise
Rico ifs United Steles atlas Vegas
piped in
to fill Mike's shoes.- tight end cons coach Bobby Pell-inn
TERMS
But
kragthorpe knows things
6 pm.
Alge Crumpler said -I'm sery "It's J preseason game But
uSa
- U S Open Saily inad a'
proud of his leadership and It N 4\ important for us to go will change when the lights
Ptah* Vora
the was he is accepting the out there and show we could come on for the first time
TRACK & FIELD
Expectations are high for the
responsibility and stepping up handle this and play well"
6 p.m.
vEnsuS - 1AAF World
10th-ranked Cardinals. who
and making plays
CheenpsOnseePli,
at Ossiui Japer
went 12-1 Iasi season and won
Isame-dey taps)
the Orange Bowl Quarterback
WNBA BASKETBALL
_malt
6p m
Brian Brohm bypassed thc NFL
k Names% °Mee litensgre & 511rdiesi Assistant
SF'N2 - Playoffs Mei round gams
to return for his senior seaNes
Yon
3
at
De.id I-(at. M.D.; Resits PI. (artier E.N. BAN.(K Is
Dania
tif nsoassan)
Director of Children's Nlinistry
son, and the Cardinals appear
II p.m.
• liasid l'ase opened his prac-tice in Murrav. KY in Strs ember
ESPN2 - Playoffs hrst round gams
to be loaded on both sides of
k lull nine raisithin a. iv atlank at 14100. member r. ulwani L hut, h
t'aiie has brought a wealth it
3 Sessile is Phoenix le nectlasary)
roor A name of t ieoripa.
Murtai Kenna:is Ibis rerun sill poin Laity and staff in a team nun
the ball
experience and knowledge to the Murray community
sus Mc threstie iii,itting with the Children s ('utuntil sill Firt's wie 'set
Last is hoard certified by the Arnencan Board of Internal
sight and dim twin fie a ,,wnprehensise Lhildren dunistrs and will Pie
Medicine. with sutrapeciairy certification in Medical(Mcoloo
mists/mit with high cnery% and el...client "trent/animal and leadershir
liernatnicap. and Genatncs He recertified in Medical Chicolog.
tkill Safari sill he negotiated pet eipenensc
in ions, and Hemati4ogy in 2oots
Send a klieg .4 aripb, alt.in and ft-Limit ins haling • minimum ol there ref
•
1
4,4 Sept. 8th. 200' • "
lie t iirniith has ailmtteing prnileges at Slums Cant/way Count'.
trelke. ii, Rei Rh. hard Smith at 8411 Mac* Street Murrai K1 420'1
w
11
t,V90
Iftwpital. and consulting privileges at both Marshall t'ounty an
N:Mame wolama.gicabc. Inquiries regarding the psKiiiset and/. benefits
trim l'ogint% tin-trittaIs
-IV. he lila* his email in posy( midglaifiritaMti. erruill% ma% Also %nal
ff.R 1
actinic as titykyalligiolystAizis The deadline tor apptic anon es
141141!1
utiTaliVIZIkU
k
2007
- C181/70 Pi %It \ 111

Falcons

ACCEPTING INTERNAL
MEDICINE PATIENTS!

JOB OPENING

Grand Opening Lakefront Land Sale

For an appointment call:
2()
()
5
7()-753—:
Slouch, I r 111.1% ii AM
• "Hite I-ft 5%
••. attli

pm
kliirras .

5

•

First linitod Mtb.dist Chords
303 Maple Si.•liaivwf, KY 42071

qw1-811-711-5263 ext 26

Tuesday, August 28, 2007 • 35
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Monday

it aft

Fri. 11 BBL

_Save
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Tossers

MonI

Widmer*

Non 5p

i

Thurldny

Wed

Friday

Thur 11s

Saturday

Thur. I am

=

Pk wig IwwwW* wept An) adverbeing Si real estate
persons are herbs
et the law
WI6
enheileign advertised are skiable oran
Waned lbat
equal appodeally basis
Far lenhe sasialsoce wilh Fair
ieriP7=
starti4=Per
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tee1000
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Lep Mance
Note.
Peneerie
etrimmie
Plammimoln tearomi
WO And Found
14sip thented
Imam Wanda
Doresedo a Childcare
Busimes Opportunity
Electronics
Compasrs
Adelina Pens
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Applunom
NOM Funivehings
Antiques
Leen a Garden

190
195
200
210
220
2110
270
200
295
300
320
330
340
360
370
160
390
410
425

Farm Equaprnent
Meer, Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
aliewcii
Noble Horne Lots Fa Sale
Noble Ilatess For Sale
Yobbo Hodes For Rent
Monde Slams Lats For Rent
Business Menteis
Apartments For Rent
Roams For Was
Homes For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commends' Property
Pets a Supplies
Livestock a SWIM.
Public Sale
Lind For Rent or Leese

410
435
440
445
450
455
MO
VD
480
4115
410
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

heel Estate
Lake Property
Lots Far Sot.
Loot For Not
Fenno For Sale
Acre..
Kamm For Selo
lilolorcyclin A Art.
Auto Parts
Soon Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Owe
Used rruclis
Campers
Baste I Motors
Services Onered
Fres Coburn.,
-Tobacco a Supple.

$8.25 Column Inch, 605 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Sho ping Guide)
\1

I I

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 20 words 4,5Q each
Additional Consecutive Days: 4.12 per wo per day.,
ppirig Gtude)
$3 35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into
51(5) extra tor Hind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to (elect Or edit any submit',

1,\ II

-101:
*I I v
IIIL %\ I 11,11 I \I

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
Used
Nodes

Help Wanted

Local

Help *mid

Notice

Nobel Automotive Tennessee-- LLC

CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Remember your
GRANDPARENTS.)

is seeking candidates for the position of

Pursuant to House Bill 380, the 2006-2007 Financial Statement for the Calimkko
County School District is available for public review The financial inforrnauon
may be viewed by visiting the Calloway. County School District website at the following address: httpl/www.Calloway 512 kiwi At the main menu,choose "District
Reports" then scroll down to "Financial Reports" and choose 2006-2007 Financial
Statement" to review these documents
If you are unable to view this document, you may contact the Calloway County
School District Central Office at 270-762-7300 for assistance.

Technical Program Manager, N.A.
Main Duties:
• Manage all aspects of assigned programs
• Ensure quality, timing and cost targets are met.
• Identify and clarify customer needs and ensure feasibility.
• Operate as the primary engineenng contact for the customer.
• Specify and quote components.

September 9, 2007
Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!

Qualifications:

Public Hearing
In accordance with the provisions,of HB 44 enacted by
the 1979 Kentucky General Assembly, a public hearing has been set by the Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees for September 4, 2007 at
4:00 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Liary. The
purpose of the hearing is to inform the publitthat the
Calloway County Public Library District is proposing
the 3.4 cent tax rate with anticipated revenue of
$469,083. This tax rate reflects a 4% increase in
anticipated revenue. The tax rate for the preceding
year was 3.3 cents with anticipated revenue of
$409,349. The compensating rate is 3.3 cents with
anticipated revenue of $455,287. The expected revenue from personal property is $109,852. The
increase for the 2007 budget year is needed due to the
rising cost of books, library materials, technology,
equipment, and building maintenance.
The Kentucky General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.

NOTICE

Friday Aug. 31 is Thurs. Aug. 30 at 9:00am
'
*Saturday Sept. 1 is Thurs. Aug. 30 at 10:00am

1)
tierhat
Look

-Tuesday Sept. 4 is Friday Aug. 31 at 10:00am
r•Wednesda Se t. 5 is Frida Au• 31 at 3:00•m

nto
star
ous
at
eep.
lye
the
)sed
yet
ying

ILO

7"

Name: Pebbles Marie
Desi;npiton: 5 year old Female Min.
Pincher. reddish brown hair, black faze,
"Cleopatra" eyes, bobbed tail. 12 pounds.
'Scared & Skiddish. Lost Monday. Aug.
20 Robertson Rd. near Westside
Veterinary Clinic.
Please contact Westside Vet. Clink
753-6749 or Marilyn Gregory
931-232-8243 or Sam 865-712-2053

CASH REWARDS
FT data extractor
skills
Computer
required Send resume
41
A child needs you'

Become a foster parent. up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
GREEN Acres is cur
rently hiring for the following

positions

RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime SRNA 2P-10P
full-time Anyone interested in becoming part
of OW team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care 402
St
Farthing
W
Mayfield, KY 42066

BEAUTICIANS and
nail techs with a good
clientele

send

your

resume to PO Box
KY
Murray.
970.
43071

ehITTHAVEN

of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
kw lie Wowing positions: CArlified Nursing
Moistants We offer
competitive wages and
wscollent bonefrt
Package API* r per
an

at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
9ireet Hwy 841S
minion. KY 42025
FOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
ealn

to Peco Products, Box
KY
363, Murray.
42071

guard
SECURITY
opening Murray area
Must be dependable 8
reliable Fax resume to
270-444-0389

HELP WANTED
ParVFull time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
$9hr after paid
training 4- Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or
www.18813074lobszem
hiring
now
KFC
Cashiers. Cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St
NEEDING

hair

Special
DO you love worldng dressers
Effects, Benton. KY
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises Part time or full
703-0542. 437-4755
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and PRINTING PRESS
part time positions OPERATORS Two
available
full-time positions, ben
APPIY at.
ants High school
MartialArts America
graduate. two years
1413 Olive Blvd
printing expenence in
Murray. KY 42071
a professional environ
(270)753-6111
merit or vocational
training required
DRIVER wanted
industrial equiprnent
Fn, Sat. Sun 5-8PM
operation (where
1801 older with no traf
fic violations Apply at responsibility is high
Pizza Pro 605-C South for setting and moni121h Street No phone toring calibrations)
exchanged year for
calls piease
heavy Sasales year Some
ENERGETIC
ng involved Salary
help wanted for pont
$947 hourly Apply
and flooring center.
at Human Resources
Cal 759-4979
Murray State
University. 404 Sparks
I
;
Han Murray. KY
7
f
.00.
1 avaly
I he
42071-3312.
HI. Us Help Milk
WomerVrninorities
encouraged to apply
if•Fester Parent
EEO. 14/F)D, AA
(270)898-1293
wripioyar
(MC 30NECCO
NOW taking appliesdone for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person et Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S 12th
St., Murray, KY No
phone cans

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free lax 00Ue1110
Call 7534204 or 4374531

iii. 11101T than two children per picture,

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS
Double Space. $18.00
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS

Send Resumes to:
Nobel Automotive Tennessee LLC
Attn: Jennifer Perry
190 County Home Road, Paris, TN 38242
E-mail: jenniferperry@nobelautomotive.com

TapLogic, LLC, a Murray-based software development
firm,is seeking an experienced Financial Controller.
Responsibilities include formulating the company's
financial strategy and all aspects of financial reporting,
risk management, and the day-to-day financial activities.
Applicants must have a strong working knowledge of
accounting from a technical and practical capacity with
minimum experience of 5 years in risk management,
result analysis, budgetary controls, auditing. cost
management, and other controllership responsibilities.
Leadership skills must include excellent written and oral

The Murray Ledger & limes is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interview's will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.

LEIIIER &TIMES
NURSE'S AIDE
Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View
Dr.. Murray, KY. EOE

Service tech wanted in established agricultural dealership. Serious inquiries only.
Experience a plus. Attractive benefit package. Send resumes to H&R Agri Power,
P.O. Box 432, Mayfield, KY 42066

SAFETY DIRECTOR/DISPATCHER
GienDi Inc. is currently seeking applications for the position of a Safety
Director/Dispatcher at their office in
Murray. KY This person must be able to
work well with others, and have expenence working with a trucking company and
knowing the laws of the Department of
Transportation
We offer a generous benefit package
including health & rite insurance and a
retirement plan
Please send resume to

GlenDi Inc.
3015 E. 200 N
Rochester, IN 46975
BUSINESS ASSISTANI We are a growing Dental practice
looking for an individual
*4th a great personally
to grow with us Dental
experience preferred
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-A. Murray,

F T Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office
Clerk must be expen
enced in insurance
coding and billing

Send resume with ref
silences to PO Box
1040-Y Murray. KY
42071

KY 42071

Grandparent,
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Dons Garland
Eloise KAY anaugh

Want to Bey

Hap Wanted

Tt Kt 1
JUNK CARS

mprove event operations and attract new
business. Plan,
schedule and supervise appropriate levels
of personnel in all
areas of responsibility,
including overtime,
while staying within
budgetary limitations
Serve as a representative of the Regional
Special Events Center
while attending various
activities encouraging
growth and interest in
Murray State
University

•Prompt pick-up
a‘ailabic

-Kest

THE Cadiz Record
has an immediate
opening for a sports
writer. FT or will consider PT Full benefit
package for FT
Resume to Editor. The
Cadiz Record. P 0
Box 1992, Cadiz, KY
42211

OPERATIONS MANAGER, Regional
Special Events
Center Full-time (12)
twelve-month position
to begin October
2007 Ouanneet1ons:
Bachelor's degree with
(2) two years supervisory experience
required Must possess ability to plan,
develop, organize and
manage all aspects of
the operational activities of the facility
Must have demonstrated ability to work in
facility management
and event operations
Excellent public relations. interpersonal
communication skills
and customer service
are preferred
Knowledge of
arena/convention facilities. recordkeeping,
report preparation and
finance preferred
Must be detail-oriented organized, and

computer literate
Extended working
hours including
evenings, weekends
and holidays

Responsibilities
Organize visits and
supervise logistical
operations and setups
for all events in
facility Devetop, create and implement
connnntc and ideas to

prices

1./.1 51 -It) 1.1,111

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCIS
WARD-ELK/14S
On Ifm Count)" MrtraY

(270) 753-1713

150

Adidas
For Sala

25' pinfie hitch trailer. 5'
dovetail,(2)5'ramps, 3
in package,6-7 person, axles with brakes,
lots of lets, digital, 21,000 lbs, $5,000.
ozoneator, water fall, 731-247-3070

07 Hot tub, brand new

Application Deadline.

Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/VT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.

DEADLINE IS
SEPT 5 AT 12PM

1 40

060

September 21. 2007
To Apply Surnd letter
of application, resume,
and names, addresses
and telephone numbers of three references to. RSEC,
Search Committee
Chair. Murray State
University. 1401 State
Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky
42071-3312. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D/. AA employer

cover. retail $7.300,
$3,600.
must sell
(573)300-1031
18 FT M8M enclosed
trailer for sale with cabinets. (2) 8ft. shop
lights (1) 411 light, tile
floor, fold down rear
$3,500.
door.
0.
1270 2 9 3• 0
(270)293-0641

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

j
Computer

Connection
140
3 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Senice
listivoriong Senves
RIactip
Law Psis8 L
MOM COMPUTERS

A+ Certified Technician
Service , repairs

759.3556
110

Ware to Buy
ANT1OUES. Call Larry
753-3633

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

16X80 mobile home.
cabinets.
Custom

(270)247-0335

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down' Your
land or family land
Ends
731484-4926
August 15

Calloway County
ictorial History
Family History
Books
759-493f753-2350
NEW pool table, never
used, 1'-slate. solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package. retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,500, must sell

(573)300-1031
OLD 1 Dollar Silver
Certificates and Red
Seal 2 Dollar Bills. 2936999

CHEST freezer, $75
293-0247

BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999

down $645 month. 1
acre. 72 Sundance
753-1011

$10.500.
270-293-0715
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 28A, extra nice

GOOD used refiigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

tractors 436-5235

SAXOPHONE,
BUESCHER BU-5 Bb
TENOR. Used two
years. Excellent condition. $700. For more
information, call
270-376-2854

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8,500

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and

Muskat

2 crypts at Murray
Gardens
Memorial
inside
OWNER
side-by-side
Chapel level 2 Please FINANCE
call (479)750-4811
'98 38R 2BA $5,000

PATIO
FURNITURE
Like new- high end
amencan made. New
in 2004- never out in
weather Loveseat 2
arm chairs. 2 end
tables coffee table,
serving cart, 48 in.
dining table and 6
matching chairs
753-5763 or
2934019

•
.•••••..

Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s)of
childireni, and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

Rachel & Sarah Thompson

EOE

Qualified applicants apply by sending résumé with
references to JobsOtaplogic.com.
No phone calls accepted.
TapLogic. LLC is an Equal Opportunity Employer

DUE TO THE LABOR DAY HOLIDAY
OUR CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
HAVE CHANGED

Single Space - $12.00

• BS or other related degree from an accredited university
• Five (5)+ years of practical engineenng experience preferred.
• Familiarity with Automotive Systems & Processes(AIAG.& Specific
Customer Requirements as necessary)
• Familiarity with Fluid Systems and Tubing is a major plus.

communication with ability to build and develop team unity

.Monday Sept. 3 is Thurs. Aug. 30 at noon
-Smart Saver Sept. 5 is Thurs. Aug. 30 at noon

VISA

060

060

010
Lees/
Nobos

A pril ARON

\ IR \ (..11 ,\Rt.1

v.

270-489-2525

m
32Ci
ha

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1BR, all appliances furUniversity
nished.
Heights Subdivision
pets. Deposit,
No

$325/month. 753-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, venous locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 1BA downstairs
apartment. 206 Cherry
St . electric heat, window air $350/mo
S350/dep 753-5341
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo
759-9920 293-1446
28R duplex. nice,
CA-1/A. appliances tut
noshed Various locations Coleman RE
753-9896
2BR, washer/dryer
quiet netphtx:shocid0 no
pets, $475/month
depo,-4 753-0919

CLASSIFIEDS

413 • I ursday. August 29. 2007

MOVING SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1306-G South 12th St.

I 54 15 Diuguid Drive • Morro, KY 420'71

Paint & paint supplies 20-50°c, oft,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
(4i

.ind ta.i Bedroom Apartmenr•
rieral Wet and All
.‘,qeiiiy Applkialom

6
cr(Mite Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

-no

320
Apertnienb For ewe

ikons Far

48R 28A. all appliances central HA
Coleman RE 753-9098
60-3 Chestnut
bedrrn/1 bath Over
1 000 sq ft Lease and
references 270 2271331
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
BEI $29000
ZBR $34000
38E114251W
$100 dePoill special
tut qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fro
CaM today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university 1
28R apts 753-1252
753-0606
NICE 2br I Sim apt
close to campus. inc
wid. ref req 918-0656
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur•Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
- Equal Mousing
Opportunity
TOD a 800 646 6056
RED OAKS APTS
Special
3100 Deposit
1BR $325
2814 $375
Calf Today.
753-8668
SOUTHWOOD condominiums All appli•
stir"is included 767 9946
Hamm For Rent

LOVELY 3811. 26A
2100 sq ft home re 2
car attached garage
large yard and 1-4 mite
from Ky Lake in
Cypress Bay area
$750 monthly vir $1000
deposit
security
References required
131-232-8150
Nulls
AEF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

iti)Alslott \(,l
WAIL.A1;1.1.
lA.urrfkkriir hpr
ins**
hit s
270-759-4/474
:GESS
SELF -11014 t4.1

AN Real Estate adver•
used in the newspape
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
as
Act of 1968
which
amended
makes it illegal to
advertise any preference limitation or ckscnmination based on
race. color religion
sex or national pow,
or an intention-So-maks
any such preference
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper wilt not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
".)Lir readers are hereinformed that all
twerlings advertised in
this newspaper are
orl an equal
• available
Opportunity basis
RESIDENTIAL or cornmercini properly for
sue oaw 1 mile from
town 2811 brick on
I 5 acres
vomit
$90 000 0130 753759-1509 after

J&I, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
renting
"-N -Ph St

si •

31

%toy Location.
%Hy Condition
a a vi.4 midi% roprorporli
Eir..voni

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store
Lock presently has
units available 75
2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
ontrui
storage
•`ascurity alarmed
Safe & clean
-We sell
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

IBM in county Lease
- 8
deposit No pets
753-0726. 994-3306
lkat Prep For Rua
I 0111;Sanikie flush.
no
depose.
$360•
OF F ICE Of retail space
pets 753-8912 or
available Pnme loca
221 1935
753-2905
2 3 & 4811 houses tion
deposit 293-1480
Lea.. 8
Office Space
required 753-4109
219 Woodlawn 3E1R Economical single tut
IBA, computer room rished oftices for lease
new C.14/A. stove. with common board
refrigerator red, pets room CENTURY
considered $675 • 21 ask for Lorena
753 1492
deposit .759-1771
2811 iliaon Panorama
$295 per reOrab plus
deposit 978-0742
2911 house very roe'
DOG Obedience
Smoke arid Pet ff••
436-2858
W
environment.
first last S security _SHILLIZ.0
PutiCires
Orie
year
lallSe
AXC CKC dew claws
. 55/Smooth 226-0006 removed
shots
&
male
*IR I SBA immecu- wormed
me condition intend female $aw $350
frd lease required no 2702'51 0310 after 11
pets Relerences and AM
depose required 1116
F *dens Dr $850 per
month 270 293 4602 11111LTI7dples
or 270-435 4602
11YR OH gelding, kid
3811 28A brick home
broke 270-293-0715
Ount rusgriborhood
urge fenced in beck
Wtif AT straw 13 per
Call
CESA
yard
270 841 1806
bate
Cornerstone Realty &
mobile numho
Rental 781 -RENT oak
roe Bonne
MR I 178A SW of
Cal us we one lke
town large yard
glad to help.
opener.
door
Wage
Ledger & Timm
I.I.,rray
*pounces 5750mo
• deposit references.
270453-1916
NO PE T S 753- 7920

rie

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Sire Units
Available
44o.v Have
Climate Control

753-3853

111121

Horaes For tele

Ears

270-761-181 -I
7
Lila Property
Labor Day
LAKEFRONT SALE
I. AC - $74,900
vr/ BOAT DOCK
Pay NO Closing
Costa!
Beautifully wooded
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake Excellent knanc
ing Call now I -my
904-3154, k 1442
LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
3.15 AC - $149.500
vii 2 Boat Wel
Wooded, pail. lee setting has 2 prime WE
homes*. Great location on Kentucky Lake
Dont moss this one
can now 1.800-704•
3154. a 1448

OWNER
F INANCtNG'''
405 S 5th St 31313
IBA $3000 down
$450 month 753-2222
Fi.
1502 Henry St. 39hardwood floors City
district
school
293.0277
$89 900
anytime
-•
1807 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled,
redecorated, nice lot
trees
COMPleillY
*Moo many modern
features 2911. 2-BA.
master with whirlpool
walk on shower IRS
sunroom etkay witsdons great room- nice
EP • gas kyas, French
doors to deck, updated kitchen and din--2 wee nice almond
*nets & appiancirc
en roof & coverer,
„mem CASA Must
oil 10 appreeete
2701753-8029
1710 Magnolia Onve,
4-911 3 BA LR. DR,
eat-in kitchen recreation room WM mentuned 227-$414
or 3811 93A. C.../fiA
very dose 10 Ow lake
(27018734000
3-4 bedroom bock
2 ben+ on 2 lots
$165 000
771.,-5•1 4109

3 BR 1 Bath Murray
school district. CAI/A.
needy remodeled
227-0346
4 bedroom. 2 bath
1,755 sq ft . 9 453
acres, fenced pasture
20.40 barn Two miles
south of Lynn Grove
flashing light at 169
Rayburn (Hwy 8931
Motivated seller Make
an after_ Call Val
Fraidnck RE/Max REA
436-5916 or 978-1202
Office 759-9016
FOR sale by owner
3B11 26A house and 50
acres on Highway 121
South 978-0505 or
436-2051
148
FS-130
Edinborough Or W
approx
3811 2BA
2.200 sq ft , bonus
room, 3 years old
(2701978-2852
FSBO Galesborough
tn-level 4811 MA, in pool
ground
$250.000 293-2418
GATESBORO. 2000
sq ft. split-level. 3-4
bed, 2 bath Garage
den, office. fireplace
270-978-1067
IMMLD1A I
DEBT RELII I
srli %mu boo
in 7 d.1%•'
401, Vtlf funirt I. r• to,
www.ayativepropertysolyeri.com
12701761-HOME

L11:216raree
USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Pubileh Dale
Monday
,
Shame
t uweney
Wedneedey
Thursday
Friday

Deadline
Fry 10AM
F?May I OAM
Monday 1 2PA4
Monday 4P11.
Wednesday 12P184
Thins:ley • 10AM
• 12PM

PRICES:
30 words ff of 31-70
or law days words'

Ilead Cars
04 Volvo S60-R
300hp IMMACULATE
LUXURY
270 227 3303
Trials
1996 Chevrolet pickup
4W0 extended cab
Z7I 100 000 moles,
very nice
270-293-5844
1989-V150. rune4oOks
0000, 5-speed. AC.
bedliner $1.800
762-9959
-77611xs
1111L
[
PROCEEDS bensft
Angels Clinic 1970
150
TR
Starcraft
Runabout E xtremely
clean hoe Johnson
854-4P (needs some
work) Nice bears
Monenum bid $750 I088-753-6116

•
L&M
LAWN Sit VIE E
kllelecna, Manor anew,,
t andkii aping &
tr.al V /14 awning
fresh.ben grarantred
1916 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD II
HERE FOR
ONLY VS 00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
II ill Electric
Since 19116
24 new seem=
Re,
Ind
I krnscal 6 Insured
ult eilis hip

$29
135

3
irk-ken at eons

si se

MAKE IT BOLD:
••••••••• • Amy. MINI
.ore
elkeeell
,alle
lte •al
ailarva
al. taw. ..16
kk• •eler. owe Ihr agoto 4111.f aradalliftr II .mle ••••••• Cempaad

(ABSOLUTE

Auc•nortp

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!'
Sat. Sept_ 151111„ Al 10500 AM.
A Short Or hoe West Of Murray, KY
Moss Lynn drove And Frunsinieten
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 West To 3.5 Mee
Past Lynn Grove To Beech Grove Rd. Turn Left
, Take
And Proceed 1/5 Mae From F
Hwy 121 SE To Beech Grove Rd. -I4wy 1814"
94,
Turn Right, Proceed To Hwy 94. Crass
Proceed South 1/2 Mlle Signs Posted!!

Potty-training babies
at birth movement
draws some skeptics

SUTTON, Mass. (AP) - diapers.
In the United States, many or
Dominic
Thirteen-month-old
Klan stopped banging the furni- the parents are stay -at-homemoms, but there are also work412 AMC Flt ES. ture in the verandah, looked at ing
mothers. Some meet in
his mother and clasped his right
In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
groups, at homes and in
online
sigto
wnst
left
his
around
hand
A Nice Little Parent parks to share expenpublic
the
to
go
to
needed
he
that
nal
Fronting Beech Grove & Barnett Road*
ences and cheer each others•
NomEsins WOODS- URN LAIN - NWITINS bathroom.
Tract 1 - 4.0 Acres • Tract 2 - 4.0 Acres
His mother took the diaper- efforts.
Experts at the Child Study
Tract 3 - ILO Acres • Tract 4- 15.6 Acres
less tot to a tree in the yard. held
Tract 5 -Si Acres
him in a squatting position and Center at the University of
All WIWI Pared Road Frontage
made a gentle hissing sound - Oklahoma Health Sciences
buy-Any Inelividuel Tree, Combineson Of Tracts
prompting the infant to relieve Center say children younger
Or The Entire Prefect!!
i himself on cue before he rushed than 12 months have no control
111% Ream PAM A 11111Mmes Deposit Or
over bladder or bowel moveback to play.
UAW*Pwr Treat, Rennes le 311 save
Dominic is a product of a ments and little control for 6
Visit srsevii.jaisessessailli.saren
Per Nem Sarum And Tract Dotal's,
growing "diaper-free" move- months after that.
rnor AmotInn Win Oa On Oleo
But some parents begin going
ment founded on the belief that
babies are born with an instinc- diaper-free at birth, and the
tive ability to signal when they infants can initiate bowel move;::-..::•-•i -.-.:-...-:
to answer nature's call. ments on cue as young as 3 to 4
have
414C f CAM" If 1- 270-623-8466
C
'i
Ft
who practice the m;•-_ _ months, said Elizabeth Parise,
-Parents
jC
it.,
of
called "elimination communica- spokeswoman
tion" learn to read their chil- DiaperFreeBaby.org. a network
dren's body language to help of free support groups promoten Dewed
them recognize the need, and ing the practice.
And unlike some methods of
they mimic the sounds that a
A-1 Stump Removaf7child asSociates with the bath- toilet training, there are no
Fully insured
rewards or punishment associatroom.
437-3044
Erinn Klatt began toilet train- ed with it.
Lals
DT- Mark Wolraich, professor
ing her son at birth and said he
AAA HASIOYM
CallaUu. two .11c c
All types of carpentry.
has not wet his bed at night since of pediatrics and director of the
759-1151 • 293-2713 he was six months old.
Child Study Center, said the
additions decks
Hauling clean up iunk
-The nice part is ... really get- practice essentially conditions
young children to go to the bathGarage yards
ting the majority of poops in the
Attention
buildsrigs
toilet versus having to clean room at predictable times or
Tobacco Farmers that," Klatt said. "I don't have to show clear signs when they must
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
Irrigation services wake up at night and change dia- go.
35 yrs experience
available
"To be truly toilet-trained, thc
pers or have wet sheets anyAnytime 753-9210
child has to be able to have the
Call
where. That's really nice.
"And being able to travel sensation that they need to go, be ,
(270)293-7109
APPUANCE REPAIR
without a big, bloated diaper bag able to interpret that sensation
SERVICE & PARTS
and be able to then tell the parent,.
she said.
t210! 293.8726 OR
JOE'S JOBS is terrific,"
Some parents and toilet train- and take some action," said
759-5534
Wolraich, who is also editor of .
ing experts are skeptical.
Chuck Van Buren
-They teach them from birth"! the American Academy of
wpm, A. %aid Vs
Oh, my God!" said 40-year-old Pediatrics' book on toilet train:
'SCOW! It Ir_'iIiIl
ASPHAI:11
Lisa Bolcato, as she held her 5- ing.
\niche!! Bros.
"And that's different from
753-4.44• 227-5444 month-old daughter, Rose, at a
Paving
park on Boston Common. reading the subtle signs that the
fere JO leen vprrNik.
LAMB sill(DTI"When you're getting two hours child is making when they have
of sleeps between feedings, I to go to the bathroom."
759-0501
Moving !Expert
Parents attempt the early
don't think that you have the
Local/long
753-1537
time to do it. You just make sure training to forge closer ties with
Federal Ikea." ii hr .
Free estimate,
that your child's healthy and their infants, to reduce the envitorah% mined.err...
ronmental impact associated
happy and well-fed."
866-400-I 151111 1;1,
ASPHALT
with diapers and to avoid skin,
Still, the practice is common
Fawkes. tirelreelles
in many parts of rural Africa and irritation caused by a wet diaper,
A Hauling.
Asia where parents cannot afford Parise said.
If INN I it %N Is

I

JAMES R. CASH
-=:Ac.-:..s,.;,

1111.0,„;

n

270-753-2279
BACKHOO.•
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Horoscope

NADEAU'S
Construction
i00(IN *Decks
.Vinyl SON 4.11
Home Improvements
(270)9792111
LicansecVInsured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
ifIc (270)527-7178
DIU HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs
you don't have tons
for
Painting. SION. r0Oftk
decks.
293-543e
FOR all your roofing
metal, vinyl, general
WOW. pOrthee, decks,
and mobile home
repair. call Danny
Paschall 492-8500 or
293-8156

FREE
sway wins« sidUru
ifirtsisine SeN.,all,.',
terra fart* thee Ter,
f tee Cer Oiler
0- 7-2864
L, 7

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSID and
Anxiety.
(270)4365927
THE Murray Ledger it
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own oak Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times not
any of Is employees
accept any responsibil
( whatsoever fur their
itactrvdies
WILDUFE
Food Plot
Conaultente
•Cieer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
•Liming and Fertilizing
•SPrarric
•Bericang area Desigr
and Construction
-Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
I 270)293-5519
-days
496-45950iireemings

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Luger
Times

"i.e

Service
removal
Trimming
stump gnnOing firewood lefure0
469 2839

First Come
Feat Serve
Please
No Phone Cells

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
CommercialI Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

4

4362087 Lamb's
Prolessonel Tree
SerVIOS Complete tree
•ereovai. etc Insured

I ifetime glass breakage warranty on

ABLE Hauling dean
3ut garages gutters
(on* & tree erect.
A' J0011140telf
raper pcoltAlp. Oen
ery 436-9367
fRENCHING 31 762.3061
'31 336-5268

270-227-2115
270-293-1899

$18
2

„
f... in, or •., 11 elm /iv on1,i elm in oiiiip.

Call 753-5606

I as, prowl
he•.ure•imtung &
Stalin/ Dr,k.
Frey Femur,
t.ci.asl A Iftwirvil

DEADLINES:

Murray Ledger & Times

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS

n

by Jacqueline Blear
.
29, 2007:
Aug.
Wednesday,
tor
IIIKIIIDAY
HAPPY
•••
not
or
fact
that
of
aware
are
you
whether
want,
You create what you
efe
your
of
control
in
more
This year. cease to blame others and stay
by accepting responsibility You often clear a path through confusion
You might be the source of confusion, as you ask so many questions
of yourself Trusting might be more important than you realize If you
are single, you'll meet someone spectacular dunng the winter This
person could be the one If you are attached, be careful not to take
your skepticism into your relationship PISCES can challenge you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive 3-Average 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Though you might want to put yourself out there, you might
choose not to Roll wtth events. a startling insight easily pops up.
Miscommunication is the norm, as well as power plays Detach. my,
dear Ram Tonight: Do your thing'
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** The natural rhythm of the day could prevent you from achieving your goals Straightening out a conflict could be a major preoccupation A partner also could be insistent that he or she is right'
Tonight Let that special person be a force in his or her own mind
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**It Assume more responsibility especially if you want a lob done
a certain way Confusion earmarks responsibility. and, as a result.
decision-making might not be a snap Tonight: A must appearance
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** The unexpected surrounds communication arid decisions.
Not everything happens as you would expect, and perhaps nothing
will Confirm meetings and appointments Expect to revamp your
schedule and you wont be disappointed Tonight Others might need
you,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A partner has a strong sense of determination that could
nearly crush your spirit or energy Actually. the smart move would be
to let this person call the shots Though you might be able to perceive
negatrye end results he or she might need to see them materialize
Tonight Keep togetherness as the theme
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*•*** You might want to listen to someone else or let this person
Lake the lead Sometimes more is accomplished by letting someone
have his or her way than to argue Nothing speaks like the end
results A fame/ member might be demanding Tonight Be a yes man
or woman,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** All work and no play might make Libra dull That concern falls
to the wayside because whatever you touch has an element of the
unexpected Don't make a problem bigger than rt is Some people
respond to different styles of communication Tonight Roll on home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
**** Tap into your creativity as stunning or startling a situation
might be There is always an answer It is simply an issue of finding
the right one. Don't aim for a consensus of opinion in the present
astrological climate Tonight Let your hair down You need to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
•** On some level you might have the flIr knocked out of you Step
back rather than react, and you will be on top of your game soon
enough A boss parent or aultionty figure might have gone a few suggestions You might not like them at all Tonight Adjust your plans to
your needs
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What you thought you heard might be exactly what you did
hear Hord on light is the unexpected unleashes rts possibilities Yob
could get upeet or kick beck and ereoy all the possibikbes Tonight.
Don't creek) drama *here there is no need to have any
AQUARIUS(Jen. 20-Feb. 18)
Srlr• You pull the wild dud financially What you know for sure is that
you shouldn't count on anything What might have been OK yesterday could be loomed today Do understand there is an element of confusion here. TOnight. Curb spending
PISCES (Feb. 19-Merch 20)
**** You seem to be a source of surprise You might also decode
to step up tO the plate and unleash some cheos here and there You
feel as if you con then regain control. Tonight Someone might be
quite rudgrnentai
BORN TODAY
Singer Micheal Jackson 1958) actress Cads °wino (1971). actress
Ingrid Bergman (1915)

COMICS / FEATURES
Couple in no rush to wed
now look back on 70 years

‘lurray Ledger & limes
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Many
Nichols, president of People First
Bank of Calloway County. presenting Dr. Kern Alexander of
Murray State University with it
check for S50,000 toward the SI
million endowment in support of
MSU's college of business and public affairs. This is the third installment of the fund.
Births reported include a boy
to Emily and Bob Kemp Jr. and
a girl to Sherry and Andrew Ferm.
Aug. 24. a boy to Tammy and Mitch
Shelton. Aug. 26.
20 years ago
Published is A picture of Walter Apperson, publisher of Murray Ledger & Times, accepting
the third annual DeDe Award,
sponsored by Kentucky Developmental Disabilities Planning Committee, from Ed Davis of Murray, representing the council. Also
pictured are Peggy Williams. executive director of WATCH, and Asa
Watkins, vice chairman of the
WATCH Board. The award was
tor an article about WATCH appearing in the Murray Ledger It and
Times. aild Written by Staff Writer
Donna Newcomb.
Births reported include a girl
to Julie and 'Fimothy Edwards.
Aug. 25.
30 years ago
A section of North 15th Street,
reopened Aug. 26 by Murray Mayor
John Ed Scott, is still open to
traffic and state officials are not
saying what if any. plans have
been made.
Dr. Betty Hinton of Murray
recently donated an extensive donation of almost 303 books on theatre, directing, technical design,
lighting and action to the Calloway County Public Library and
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre.
• Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh, Aug.
19

40 years ago
Calloway County Sheri Cohen
names
Stubblefield has released
DEAR ABBY: I enjoyed
of the
drawn to serve as mem
jury for the Septembe term of yoUr advice to "Judy in Birmingham, Ala." (June I I ), who
Calloway County Cir it Court.
Chaplain (Et ('ol.) ugh Kelso wondered if 16 is too young
was promoted to hi . present rank to know you're truly in love.
at Camp Fnendshi• Korai, ThaiHer letter brought back memof Mr. and ories for me.
land. He is the
Mrs. Une P. Kelso of Lynn Grove.
My wife
Ed West Jr. f Murray was
and I were
one of 600 un rgraduate dele16 when we
gates attending the 20th annual
in
Met
Leadership Trai ng Workshop of
homeroom
Sigma Chi trate ty at the Umclass. She
versity of Kansas Aug. 23-26.
50 years ago
wore
my
Army Pvt. Bobby J. Smith has
high school
completed his basic combat trainring on a
ing with the 4th Armored Divichain
sion at Fort Hood, Texas.
Dear Abby around her
Luther Robertson was presentneck.
We
ed a pin for 22 years of perfect
went to difBy Abigail
attendance with the Murray Rotary
ferent colClub. The presentation was made
Van Buren
and
leges
by Howard Ohla. attendance chairman, and Phillip D. Mitchell, com- became engaged six years after
mittee member, at a meeting of we met. At age 26, we finalthe club held at the Murray ly married.
Woman's Club house.
Three children and four
car), MIMI>. son of Mr. .and
still
Mrs. Fred Hargis of Murray, ranked -grandchildren later, we are
high in the District 4-H Tractor in love at 86. (Not madly, perDriving Contest held at Prince- haps, but still passionately!)
There was never anyone else
ton.
Glenda Jane Brown and Robert for either of us.
Thomas Hill were married Aug.
Yes. Judy, love is wonder4.
ful. But a word of advice:
60 years ago
Keep your hormones under conFrank Ryan of Murray. veter- trol until you both are mature.
an of World War II. was appointP.S. Last month, I gave my
ed housing chairman of Calloway
County Post 5638 of Veterans of wife a ring for our 60th wedForeign Wars. This was by Com- ding anniversary. It has been
mander George E. Overbey in coop- 70 years since we first met
eration with the Kentucky Depart- in high school. -- TUTU KANE
ment of Veterans of Foreign Wars. IN HONOLULU
Cary Boggess, George Haney,
DEAR TUTU KANE: My
J.B. Hood. Olen Huff. Maynard congratulations to you both. I
SinRay
Schultz.
Ragsdale. Charles
Judy that she is still
clair and Howard Titsworth are advised
new members of the Murray Lions maturing, and it is better to
be older before promising to
Club.

Todaylnilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 28. the
240th day of 2007. There are 125
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 28. 1963. 200,000
people participated in a peaceful
civil nghts rally in Washington,
where Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
delivered his "I Have a Dream"
speech in front of the Lincoln
Memorial.
On this date:
In 1609. Henry Hudson disE4 A\ ER V

covered Delaware Bay.
In 1774. Mother Elizabeth Ann
Seton. the first Amencan-born
saint, was born in New York City.
In 1907. 100 years ago, United Parcel Service had its beginnings as the American Messenger
Co. of Seattle.
In 1947, legendary bullfighter
Manolete was mortally wounded
by a bull during a fight in Linares.
Spain. he was 30.
In 1955, Emmett Till, a black
teenager from Chicago. was abduct-

ed from his uncle's home in
Money. Miss., by two white men
after he had supposedly whistled
at a white woman. he was found
brutally murdered three days later.
In 1968, police and anti-war
demonstrators clashed in the streets
of Chicago as the Democratic
national convention nominated
Hubert H. Humphrey for president.
In 1973, more than 600 people died as an earthquake shook
central Mexico.
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stay with someone forever.
While you and your wife were
lucky, the majority of teenage
romances do not end up 'happily ever after," as some of
my readers shared. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm 15, and
six months ago my first
boyfriend broke up with me
for another girl. While we went
out we told each other that
we were in love. He even said
he wanted us to get married.
That changed in a matter of
days. Please tell "Judy" that
what a guy says now might
not be what he'll do later. Just
make sure you don't do anything you'll regret if the guy
leaves. -- KNOWS FROM
TENNESSEE
DEAR ABBY: Please tell
Judy that 16 is not too young
to fall in love. When Gina
moved into the house across
the street from me, we fell in
love almost immediately. 1 was
14, she was 13. Although we
waited to be married until we
were 18. I knew we would be
together forever. We have just
celebrated our 27th wedding
anniversary.
Yes, Judy, you can fall in
love at 16, but keep in mind
that as people grow, they may
change, along with their goals
and interests. Give yourself
time. Keep your options open.
You have plenty of time to make
a forever kind of commitment.
-- GINA'S MAN IN VIRGINIA
DEAR ABBY: Judy should
wait until they get older and
live life to the fullest. I thought
I was in love at 16. I married the guy, but it only lasted five years. We finally realized that we hadn't been able
to live our lives like we should
have. If Judy and her boyfriend
can still stay together, then
they should go for it. I wish
her well. --CRYSTAL IN KENTUCKY
DEAR ABBY: 1 met my
husband when he was 17 and
I was IS. When he asked me
to "go steady," I actually took
a steno pad and listed all the
pros and cons. We dated
through high school, then went
to college.
After my first year of college, Pete gave me a diamond,
and we began planning our
wedding. Our wedding was
June 7, 1963. We recently celebrated our 44th wedding
anniversary, and we are still
very happy together. We raised
seven biological children and
a foster son, and are now
expecting our 13th grandchild.
At 16. there's no need to
be in a hurry. Continue to date
and develop both as individuals and as a couple. Save sex
for marriage. My husband and
I are the proof that it can
work. -- ANOTHER JUDY.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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ContractBridge
moment. It is a card that would

South dealer.
1..ast - West sults:rabic.
NORTH

after a Stayman inquiry disclosed the
4-4 heart fit. West led the king of
spades and continued with the ace.

MIP 9875
•K162
•Q

East and South following to both
spades. West then led another spade.
If East thought at this point that
South must have another spade for

EAST
409 6
•62
•8 5 4

WEST
5
K1107 4 2
• J0
•73
40.16

*1097432

SOUTH
*I 5
VA K 43
40 A Q 109
•A KS
The bidding:
West
South
Pass
2 NT

East

North

Pass
34
4 11
Pass
3V
Opening lead -- king of spades.
There are many players who.
upon picking up the Last hand,
would decide that this was a good
time to review their plans for the rest
of the day, or perhaps just take a
short nap. They would reason that
they were unlikely to do much bidding or contribute anything to the
defense if, as seemed likely, the
opponents wound up playing thc

two-nocrump opening, or if he
had simply lost interest in the proceedings, he might have woodenly
ruffed with the deuce. If so, declarer
would have overruffed with the
three, played the A-K oftrumps, conceded a trump to West and claimed
the remainder to make his contract.
But a more alert East might realize that with the 9-8-7-5 of trumps in
the dummy, tufting with the six
could do some serious damage to the
contract if West held the A-10-x. K10-x or Q-J- I 0 of trumps and
declarer had actually started with a
doubleton spade. In all of those
cases. ruffing with the six would promote an extra trump trick for West
and so set the contract.
The deal occurred in a 2006
his

regional pairs championship, and to
the credit of all those present, not a
single declarer made four hearts.
This means that no East was asleep at
the switch at the critical moment, and
that every Fast fully appreciated the

contract

But they would be dead wrong,
because there is a card in the East

hand that will help sink South's fourheart contract. but only if East is paying full attention at the critical potential value of the "lowly" six
Tomorrow: A very delicate decision
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46 Physics unit
49 Lunar effect
50 Caustic
comebacks
54 Draws close
57 Pinclar forte
58 Tender spots
60 Lynx or panther
61 Horse s morsel
62 Wind around
63 Psst'

DOWN
1 Turn sharply
2 A Gabor
3 Drip-dry fabric

4 Weapons

33 Moon in verse

Yodeler s perch
Swing a scythe
Best or Ferber
Garden-pond
fish
10 Pasture grazer
11 Sportscaster s
shout
16 Bombay nanny

42 Potatoes gratin
43 Char
4,4 Camper

not

carry much weight in most deals, hut
It makes all the difference in this one.
North-South reached four hearts

•Q 83

29 French article
30 Rains ice
32 Without a tan

35 Camel kin
37 Universal rival
38 Made fast
40 Disadvantages
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1 Koan discipline
4 Plugged in
9 Crucial
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15 Dressy events
17 Bedding plants
19 Good or bad
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sary - a plastic ring Once
your uterus is back in place,
your bladder should return to
normal and your urinary frequency should cease.
To give you related information, 1 am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Bladder and Urinary Tract Infections" and "Vaginal Infections
and Disorders." Other readers
who would like a copy should
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 for
each report to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: Both
baby aspirin and omega-3 fishoil capsules have been determined to be helpful in blood
thinning and the prevention of
clots. Is it safe to take both?
DEAR READER: I was
not aware that fish oil affects
blood coagulation. In my experience, it is usually used to
lower blood cholesterol levels.
Baby aspirin, on the other
hand, decreases the stickiness
of platelets, the tiny blood
cells that form the basis of
blood clots.
The two nonprescription
compounds can be taken together safely. To my knowledge,
they do not interact.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Blood - Donations and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR DR. GO1T: I have
pain on the soles of my feet
when I get up in the morning. It is so painful it is difficult to stand on them. When
I'm up for five to 10 minutes, it subsides. My husband
said it's part
of aging and
arthritis. I'm
60 years old,
by
but
today's standards, I'm
young.
Also I'm
very active.
Dr. Gott I'm overweight.
it
Would
By
help to lose
Dr. Peter Gott
it?
DEAR READER: Weight
loss would undoubtedly help
your foot pain, the cause of
which sounds like plantar fascihis. Check With a podiatrist
for more specific therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could
you please address in your
column what a 75-year-old
woman should do when her
bladder sags into the vaginal
canal and bulges through the
vaginal opening and the condition is worsening? Frequent
urination is also a problem.
DEAR READER: You
appear to have a common disorder called uterine prolapse.
As the uterus sags down, the
bladder, which is situated slightly in front and lower than the
uterus, is pushed down into
the vaginal opening. Resuspending the uterus into a more
normal position using a pessary is common practice. Severe
cases may require surgery. I recommend that you see a gynecologist, who can insert a pes-
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Shiites ordered to leave city Army turns to
BAGHDAD tAP) - Police
ordered a curfew Tuesday in the
Shute holy city of Karbala and
ordered more than one million
pilgrims to leave after two days
of violence claimed least 10
lives during a Shute religious
festival.
North of Baghdad. hundreds
U S and Iraqi forces backed
by helicopters and jet lighters
killed 34 Sunni insurgents who
were holding hack the water
supply to the Shiite town of
Khalis. the American command
said in a statement Tuesday
Police issued the order for
Karbala after heasy shooing
broke out in the center of the
city Tuesday Trouble started
late Monday when scuffles
broke out between police and
pdgnms said to have bean angry
over strict security
out I ue-sday in
the area near the sity's two
major Shine shrines which are
the local point of celebrations
marking the birthday of the 12th
and last Shiite imam. who disappeared in the 0th century The
lestisal was to Use reached its
high point fuesday night and
Wednesday morning
At least live people were
killed in gunfire luesclay that
apparently re-erupted when the
Shiite faithful tried to push past
slow
sesurity
lrustratingly
checkpoints near the Imam al
Hussein mosque
A member of the city council
said the center of town was
chaotic with pilgrims running in
all directions to escape the gunfire No ofle, he said, was sure
who was doing the shooting fie
said 4 riK 'Let propelled grenade
explisks1 near the shrine
Ake don I know what's
piing on. said the s'uric !titian.
who would mit allow use of his
name flit security fe4..4btv. All
we know is the huge numbers of
pilgrims was too much for the
checkpoints to handle and now
there is shooting

National Guard
for recruiting

AP
A wounded Iraqi soldier sits near their destroyed armored personnel carrier near the city of
Baqouba 60 kilometers 135 miles) northeast of Baghdad today Three Iraqi soldiers died after
their vehicle hit an improvised explosive device
apparently police shooting Imo statement did not say if any U.S. return to Earth to restore peace
the air rang out through the or Iraqi soldiers were killed or and harmony.
wounded
streets near the mosque
A boy was killed and his
A Bradley Fighting Vehicle
The U S and Iraqi assault
north of Baghdad began before was seen engulled in flames at father was wounded by drive-by
dawn on Monday when a Joint the side of the road leading to shooters who opened fire on
force was Luttied by helicopter Baghdad Airport Tuesday nurrn- their car as they drove home
mg the U 1 military said the from Karbala. In a separate inciin the village of' Gubbiya.
miles east of Khali% The assault armored vehicle had suffered a dent gunmen opened fire ranforce killed I I lighters and mechanical fault and none of its domly on vehicles returning to
Baghdad, wounding two pi-attack aircraft killed 20 others. crew *was hurt
In Fallujah. the Sunni city 40 grins in a small bus. And a
the military said The area is
known to be controlled by al - miles west of Baghdad. mourn- sniper opened fire on pilgrims in
()Aida in Iraq Khali's. 50 miles ers hurled I I swim% of a southern Baghdad. wounding
bombing four.
suicide
north of Baghdad. has been the mosque
All the incidents were reportMonday night Ten people were
scene of repeated Sunni itour
Oar wounded in the attack which ed by local police who refused
gent b.imbing s and
police said targeted an anti-al- to give their names because they
attjc lks
the objective of the mission Qaida Sunni sheik who had lust were not authonted to release
the information
returned from Syria
was to open the spillwas. %shish
regulates water now to the town
Sunni politicians, meanMeanwhile. suspected Sunni
of Khali.. restoring the essential
11.4
Well and
'Willie
yanmen kept up attacks on pil- while, applauded goals set down
serN ice of water, the statement
were killed in a
is,
grims traseling to and front in an agreement hammered out
said
similar melee near the mosque
by the country's top leaders
Karbala tor the Shabaniyah Ies
111.riday night Ink I I the
under intense American pressure
of
the
birth
MAAS
which
tisal.
three
UM.
errd
the assault
wounded died osernight Al' weapons caches. led to the cap
Mohanuned al Mahch. the 12th hut expressed doubt that the
lelesision News pictures from
tide of three men and "water is and last Shine imam who disap- U.S.-backed prime minister
the city. 50 miles south of surreally flow mg unimpeded to peared in the 0th century
hern
would actually see
Baghdad. showed pilgrims run- Khahs •• the military said The Devout Shines believe he will through
ning ticker •kelter as gunfire

WASHINGTON (API — The U.S. Army is turning to the
National Guard for help recruiting would-be soldiers in hometowns
across America.
Army leaders, struggling to meet recruitmenigoals in the midst
of a long and unpopular war in Iraq, are quietly working out final
details of it program that would give bonuses of $2,000 per recruit
to any National Guard soldier who brings somebody into the active
duty Army.
Army Secretary Pete Geren disclosed the plan in an interview
with The Associated Press, calling it an innovative effort to get
broader reach into local communities.
The Guard members, Geren said, are -much more in contact with
the civilian population than the active duty soldier is. So they give
us reach into a larger segment of the community on a personal level,
a one to one basis, than we get through our recruiting relationships."
National Guard "recruiting assistants" already earn bonuses for
signing up new members of the Guard, and one former Martin wits
so successful that he earned nearly S100,000.Under the new plan. a recruit would join the Guard but indicate
that they are intending to shift to active duty. After they finish basic
training they would either sign up for 30. 36 or 48 months in the
active Army, or change their mind and simply stay in the Guard.
The Army secretary said the impact of the new Guard program
would be felt next year when Guard soldiers will "become an important part of the active recruiting force."
The secretary says "they would recruit soldiers into the active
component." adding that the recnnts would then have continuing
obligations in the reserves.
The Army initially expects to gain about 1,6(X) recruits next year
through what they're calling the "Active First" program, according
to Lt. C'ol. Ron Walls, chief of enlisted recruiting and retention for
the Army National Guard.
Guard officials see the new plan as a boost for them, even though
it could remove soldiers from the Army Guard ranks and shift them
into active duty positions for 30 to 48 months.
"It's a win-win for both the Army and the National Guard," said
Walls. While the active Army gets a new soldier, "we gain some
(recruiting) growth immediately, and in the long run we gain a higher readiness level."
Under the proposal, recruits who come in under the Active First
program will be counted toward the Guard's recruitment goals. Also,
the active Army would pay the bonus to the Guard soldier that got.
the new recruit.
Walls said that, in the end, "unless (the recruits) want to make a
career out of active duty, they will return to the Guard."
Guard officials also see this as a way to reach people who might
be open to a military career, but are looking for a full-time job, not
Just a part-time Guard position.
The program will be launched in the coming months after final
details are hammered out.
Guard members who have gone through the recruiting assistant
program, receive a $1,000 bonus for each person they sign up and
another $1,(XX) when the recruit leaves for basic training. More than
1(0.0tX) Guard soldiers have gone through the recruiter program.
The program has been a financial boon for some Guard soldiers.
-There have been some very successful recruiter assistants, who
started out doing it just as an opportunity, then went part time," said
Walls Some have made just $2.(XX), but others have quit their fulltime jobs and "have done exceptionally well and can make a living
doing it"
One of those is Sgt. Dana Kline, a former Marine who is now in
the Georgia Army Guard and earlier this year had earned nearly
$100,000 in bonuses as a recruiting assistant.
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Well, think again! It's a great start, hut with today's
fraud statistics, you need more.
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That's why The Murray Bank has added

Identity & Fraud Protection Plus,
our exciting program ‘A ith Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud
Assistance, and 24-hour Credit Monitoring to further
protect you from identity theft and fraud.
So keep shredding. hut add that extra layer of protection,
available from your friends at The Murray Bank.
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